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Bills now
hit law books
By MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Heat takes
youth ball
up a notch
Page 6
STATE

Parents to
learn new
techniques
CUMBERLAND FALLS, Ky.
(AP) — Three organizations
are forming a leadership institute to teach Kentucky's
- parents the skills needed to
become more actively involved
in their children's schools.
The formation of the Commonwealth Institute for Parent
Leadership was announced
Sunday at the annual meeting
of the Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence. Joining
the .Prichard Committee in the
initiative will be the Kentucky
PTA and the Association of
Older Kentuckians.
The skills parents will learn
in the institute could help them
set up parent rooms in schools,
run for a spot on the school
council or . help to govern the
school itself.
"The idea behind the Commonwealth Institute for Parent
Leadership is to give parents
the skills and knowledge to
take a strong role in their children's education and in their
own schools," said Robert Sextond the Prichard Committee's
executive director.
State PTA President Karen
Jones said that if things go
well, the institute will train hundreds of parents in the art of
constructively rocking the boat.
"We're not going to be out
there trying to cause trouble,"
Jones said. "But we're going to
be out there saying, 'Hey, it's
not going to be so easy to fluff
it over on us now.' "
Anne T. Henderson, a
national expert on parent
involvement in schools and the
author of several books on the
subject, said she doesn't know
of another program in the country like the institute.
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This afternoon...Mostly
sunny. High in the mid 80s.
West wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight...Clear. Low in the
mid 60s. Light southwest
wind.
Tuesday...Mostly sunny.
High around 90.
101:1:-.
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Many of the significant bills
passed by the 1996 General
Assembly will have a delayed
effect — notably the changes in
the juvenile justice system in
1997 and allowing people to carry concealed deadly weapons in
October. Youngsters who turn 16
. after Oct. I will also have to wait
longer,to—get a driver'Llicepse.
And others took effect earlier,
such as the biennial budget that
kicked in with the start of the
new fiscal year on July 1.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
One new law that takes effect
today may mean a shorter wait
for women to use a restroom. But
lawyers must wait before they
start contacting potential clients
in some cases.
- The 355 bills that went into the
statute books from the 1996 General Assembly cover a range of
subjects from the mundane —
confirming reorganizations of
state agencies, to the arcane —
Time and money were consiscreating new procedures for
administrative hearings. Custo- tent themes in many of the
newlas.
marily, the bills passed in the
legislature take effect 90 days
•See Page 2
after the session ends.

Crusin'In
Style

Toddler stable
after incident
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

JIM MAHANE &Ledger S Times photos
With a top speed of 60 mph, Lyle Paulin
spent five years and a lot of elbow grease
restoring this 1917 Dodge Brothers Touring
Car. He and his wife Estelle moved to Murray
about a year ago from Port Washington, Wis.
to "get away from the long cold winters."
Paulin's car is equipped with its original
wooden wheels, bumpers arid marble-handled
stick shift. (Above) Paulin signals a left-hand
turn. Cars of that period were not equipped
with turning signals. (Below) Paulin enjoys a
Friday evening drive with his 4-year-old granddaughter Elizabeth Grunert who is visting her
vandpesents from Sheboygan, Wis.

with first-degree assault, a ClassD felony.

Murray police are investigating
a possible case of child abuse
involving a 19-month-old boy
who was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital Sunday with gemftP.....burns
The child was later transferred
to Nashville's Vanderbilt Medical
Center where he remains in stable
condition in the hospital's burn
unit. His 18-year-old babysitter
has been arrested and charged

According to MPD Detective
Dean Alexander, police
responded to a call from MCCH
about 7:45 p.m. Sunday. They
arrived to find the child with
extensive tutus on his face, genitals and back.
Police later arrested Marcellous Foster, 18, of Murray who
was babysitting the child at the
X See Page 2

Tobacco company takes crack at Wigand
By DAVID ROYSE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Both sides in the lawsuit against
tobacco industry whistleblower
Jeffrey Wigand said they were
eager to start a deposition that
began today.
Wigand is the former Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp.
research scientist whose allega-

tions about the company on "60
Minutes," and in a deposition for
a lawsuit in Mississippi have
rocked the tobacco industry.
Wigand claimed Louisvillebased B&W blocked manufacture
of a safer cigarette and that the
company has known for years
that nicotine is addictive, but
continued to deny it.
Brown & Williamson is suing

Wigand for allegedly breaking
confidentiality agreements he
signed with the company, and for
allegedly stealing company
documents.
Today's deposition gives B&W
attorneys a chance to question
Wigand under oath for the first
time about those allegations,
which the company says it will
prove false.

Smith said the deposition,
much of which is being released
to the media, will show the public that Wigand is not credible. It

At a news conference held just
as the deposition was getting
under way in the tower housing • See Page 2

NANNEY

Staff Writer
For the past 13 summers,
Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center has served as an
archaeological training area for
Murray State University
students.
Located in Wickliffe, the
mounds area was purchased by
Fain King in the 1930s as a private establishment for excavation and research.
Through the years, the area
has been used as an excavation
and research site to find artifacts from Native Americans
mounds built by the Mississippian people who occupied the
land from 1100 to 1350 A.D.
Excavation and research has
also been done to find artifacts
from farming land and a lumber
company which were also
located on the site.
In addition to the research
center, the mounds area also
includes a museum that houses
.artifacts found by King and and
other research groups.
According to MSU archaeological professor and Wickliffe
Mounds director Kit Wesler, the
land was excavated and the

•

Brown & Williamson's headquar-ters, Smith said Wigand had
employed "procedural gymnastics" to avoid the deposition..

NASA astronaut
setting a new
endurance record

Wickliffe
mounds key
to past lives
By SCOTT

"After nine months of efforts
to avoid being cross-examined,
despite his efforts to stop the
deposition, we are nevertheless
starting this morning," said Gor--don Smith, an Atlanta attorney
representing the tobacco
company.

By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer

Steve Ross, a graduate history student at Murray State University,
sifts through dirt looking for artifacts from the Mississippian people
who inhabited the land from 1100 to 1350 A.D.
findings were stored by King.
"This was a_private excavating area back in the 1930s,"
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Wesler said. "Fain King bought
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She also has periodic TV conferences with them.
"That has made all the difference to me," she said. "I mean, I
really like that. That's just super. •
So I know what's going on in
their lives. I haven't lost contact
with them on a daily basis."
Lucid, who arrived at Mir in
March, is the second American to
live on Mir. Improvements in
communications and other areas
were made following that first
visit by Dr. Norman Thagard,
who held the U.S. space endurance record until today. The
world record, 439 days, was set
by a Russian cosmonaut last year.
Lucid also is only the third
woman to live on the 10-year-old
space station, and will set a new
space endurance record fo:
women in September.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — NASA astronaut Shannon Lucid, setting a new U.S.
space endurance record today,
says she misses her family but
doesn't mind spending an extra
IA months aboard the Russian
space station Mir.
Early this afternoon, the
53-year-old biochemist was due
to surpass the 115-day, 10-hour
record set last year by another
U.S. astronaut aboard Mir.
Because space shuttle Atlantis' is
grounded with rocket problems,
she has an additional 70 days or
so to go before she returns to
Earth.
Lucid said in a space-toground news conference this
morning that her husband and
three children feel she's been
Lucid hadn't planned on breakgone an awfully long time and
ing the women's record.
that's "it's time to come home to
She was supposed to return to
start doing the things that I norEarth in early August. But on Frimally do around the house."
day, NASA bumped Atlantis'
Nevertheless, she said 'they
launch from July 31 to around
have been extremely supportive
Sept. 15 to replace its solid-fuel
and send her daily computtr messages, including a scrapbook
complete with family snapshots. • See Page 2
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DEPARTMENT HEADS

dent judge.
FROM PAGE 1
The deposition is expected to
will show, he said, "tftat whai- last at least three days.
hc's said about B&W is lies."
One of Wigand's allegations is
Meanwhile, Wigand, speaking that then-B&W Chairman Thobriefly to reporters before going
mas Sandefur, who died Sunday,
to the deposition said today is the lied to Congress in 1994 when he
day he will finally be able to talk. testified with the chiefs of other
Wigand didn't take questions, tobacco companies that he did
but said going public with allega- not believe nicotine is addictive.
tions against his former employHe has also accused B&W
er, the nation's third largest lawyers ofimproperly classifying
tobacco company, was Worth any scientific documents to keep
difficulties he's encountered.
-them out of court cases.
"It's worth it because I believe
The deposition has been
at the end of this, at least one delayed several times by legal
child will make it through life
maneuvers.
unfettered by . . addiction to
A federal judge in Washington,
tobacco."
D.C., barred the company from
Attorneys for Wigand said this
questioning Wigand for several
morning that they think Brown &
months because a federal grand
Williamson will focus more on
Wigand's personal life than his jury there wants to question him
about the tobacco industry, and
allegations.
the judge feared B&W would
Wigand's credibility has
interfere with the grand jury's
repeatedly been attacked by the
right to investigate. That order
company, and Wigand had filed
was lifted in April.
an invasion of privacy countersuit
At least one Department of
against. B&W. He is now trying
Justice lawyer is present to
Co withdraw that suit. His attorobserve at the deposition, Smith
neys said that was to prevent the
said. The justice department is
deposition from deteriorating into
reportedly investigating the
a "sideshow" about Wigand's
tobacco industry as a whole.
past.
Another -delay occurred when---Today'-s--depositidn- is being
Wigand Changed attorneys, and
-taketiby--13—nTeie
his new attorneys got a delay in
'ney for the New York law firm of
order to better prepare for the
Chadbourne and Parke, and is
caseNft
being supervised by an indepen-
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FROM PAGE 1
time.
"(Foster) said the child got into
-some kind of chemical cleaner,"
Alexander said. "But a search of
the residence uncovered only a
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mild cleaning agent that the doctor said probably wouldn't have
caused this kind of burning."
Alexander said there were no
other chemicals found in the
house that would have caused the
injuries.
Doctors at Vanderbilt said the
burns were probably caused from
the child being scalded by hot
water, Alexander said.
"They said the burns are consistent with the child being
scalded with water probably
poured over his head. They said
the water filled his diapers which
is why the child's genitals are so
badly burned," Alexander said.
The child's 17-year -old
mother, whose name was not
released, was at work at the time
of the incident.
Because both the child and his
mother are juveniles, officials at
MCCH or Vanderbilt could not
comment on the case.
Foster is being held in the Calloway County Jail on a $50,000
cash bond.

•NASA...
FROM PAGE 1
rocket boosters.
Hot gas leaked into joints on
Columbia's boosters last month,
most likely because of a new
adhesive, and shuttle managers
-did not want to take a chance
with Atlantis.
Until the docking mission was
delayed, Lucid said she had been
counting down the days until
she'd be reunited with her family.
"But so I'm going to stay up
here a little longer and I'll be
home a little bit later, and when I
get home later they'll be just as
excited to see me and I'll be just
as excited to see thenras I would
have in the first part of August,"
she said.
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the site to do excavation work
and to make a tourist attraction
out of it. He didn't research his
findings. He just put them on
display in the museum."
In 1946, King and his wife
deeded the Wickliffe Mounds
area to Wetern Baptist Hospital
in Paducah. In return, the hospital agreed to pay the Kings a
salary for the rest of their lives.
"Western Baptist Hospital did
not own the property, but they
operated it until the Kings
died," Wester said. "After the
Kings died, the hospital gained
control of the land. When they
gained control of it, they looked
to get the site off their hands.
"They looked into their
options and decided it was
important, so they donated it to
Murray State in 1982. We've
been operating it ever since."
Since the university has taken
control of the facility, Wester
and several of his students have
continued King's excavation
work.
Wester said the mounds area
has been an important part of
the university throughout the
years,
- "The land- was availabk
unexpectedly, but the opportunity was there for a facility like
this. Murray State felt that part
of its mission was to preserve
the land and not let it
disappear."
During summer sessions,
Wester's field study class participates in the excavations.
Through the class, students
receive six credit hours toward
graduation.

"We go pretty much through
the first summer session at
MSU," he said. "Students who
have a continuing interest in the
program can stay an additional
three weeks to learn lab
methods."
Wesler said the program provides students with hands-on
experience.
"We have a well-developed
series of course work," said
Wester. "The nice thing about a
program of this size is that you
can get involved. You can get
out and get dirty to see how
everything works. This is a very
educational facility. The
research that has been done
here is significant."
According to Wester, it also
provides an opportunity for students to make decisions about
their future.
"Most of them enjoy it most
of the time, but some see that
it's not what they want to do.
But that's part of college. I
think the learning experience is
something they can appreciate."
Through this type of work,
Wester and his students are trying to learn about the site.
"We want to manage and preserve the site to know what's
here --and how- it haschanged over time," he iaid
"These principles have taken 13
years to uncover. We've met all
of our original goals, but we
have a lot of information still to
research."
This summer, Wesler said a
grow) of 10 to 15 students arc
working to uncover artifacts
from the Mississippian villages.
"This dig is uncovering a part
of an old excavation," Wester

said. "We got a map that was
made in 1888. We've been
looking for a mound and have
confirmed that-the high ground
resembles the map. This will
end up becoming a thoroughly
excavated piece of land."
Wester said the current excavation project will give the
group valuable information
about the people who inhabited
the land.
"I think we will contribute
information that will show how
Mississippian society worked,"
he said. "I think it gives us an
appreciation for other ways of
living and other ways of doing
things. We are really stewards
of the land."
After this summer, the
13-year excavation project will
be the last one for awhile.
Wester said he and his students
will take time after the last
excavation to research material
already found.
"Excavation destroys." said
Wesler. "The only way to justify that is to get as much information out of it as possible. The
site will still be available for
research, but digs will not happen without information to justhem:".
Wester said he, the students
and the Wickliffe Mounds staff
will work to make the area what
it needs to be for the future.
"We have to upgrade our
mission," he said. "One thing
we want to do is to turn some
of it into a reputable museum.
Then we can train students in
excavation and in the museum.
It's the whole package that is
really important."

II Law...
FROM

PAGE 1

The so-called "potty parity"
bill will require new and renovated buildings that hold more
than 10,000 people to have double the number of restrooms for
women as for men.
Lawyers will have to wait 30
days after accidents or disasters
to directly contact potential
clients.
Ttic— prcvailing wage --- often
described as union scale — will
have to be paid on all public
works projects costing more than
S250,000. Schools and local govemrrtents used to be exempt from
the requirement. The prevailing
wage law was one of Gov. Paul
Patton's primary legislative
goals.
Another new law permits the
observation of one minute of
silence or reflection at the beginning of the first class of the day
in public schools.
New mothers will be able to
spend more time in the hospital.
A new law requires insurance
companies to pay for at least 48
hours in the hospital for a birth.
Politicians will be able to
spend less time raising more

money. The legislature passed a
bill to raise the maximum campaign contribution to $1,000. And
the bill raises the amount a candidate can accept from a political
action committee to S10,000 or
half of their total campaign fund,
whichever is greater. The old
limits were 5500 for an individual contribution and $5,0003 or 35
percent of the total from a PAC.
Legislators will be able to
spend more trine ealing Mears
and on trips from lobbyists without having to report them under
changes in their own ethics law.
Petitions to get a local option
liquor election on the ballot will
now be limited to six months.
Previously, some petitions circulated for years before they were
filed.
Other bills place new requirements on people or restrict things
they can do.
It is now a crime to falsify
educational records. You can't
wear a hat or sunglasses or anything to hide your features when
you get your new driver's license
picture. You now have to get specific permission to hunt on private property. You have to have a
smoke detector in your house

trailer. A package of bills will
make it easier to obtain emergency protective orders in domestic
violence cases.
Prison inmates may find it
tougher to file lawsuits and may
have to pay filing fees. And
financial aid for education will be
harder to come by for prisoners.
It will be a felony for someone
from outside Kentucky to.sell and
ship beer, wine or liquor directly
to ãii ilidividifariff-tht 'State.- inn-distillers in wet territory will be
able to sell souvenir samples in
their gift shops.
The community colleges will
finally have to come tip with
packages that will transfer toward
bachelor degrees at all the state
universities.
Members of school councils
will have to get training. And
retired judges will be able to perform marriages.
And at least 17 new license
plates could show up on the
backs of cars denoting everything
from membership in the Knights
of Columbus to a labor union and
support for youth soccer, the
Child Victims' Trust Fund and
the United States Olympic
Committee.

Drought hits home in Texas
DALLAS (AP) — Drinking
water is becoming an increasingly precious Commodity in many
small cities and rural water systems as .the 1996 drought drags
on across northern and western
Texas.
Overworked pumps, falling
water tables and water lines broken by parched and shifting soil
are forcing customers to cut back.
About 280 small towns and
private water supply companies
statewide have reported mandatory or voluntary water restrictions to the Texas Natural
Resource Conservation
Commission.
That's a dramatic increase over
most years, commission spokeswoman Linda Fernandez said.
"There are real problems out
there," she said. "Brownsville is
having water mains break
because the soil is so dry. San
Antonio is having quadruple the

number of water main breaks
they normally have."
The commission expects conditions will become worse.
"Our best chance for sustaining rains lies in the autumn," she
said. "We may be getting some
isolated relief from the hurricane
season, but not anything enough
to replenish rivers and streams
and restore underground water
supplies."
In the Panhandle, four cities
that depend on McKenzie Reservoir in Briscoe County are getting less than 50 percent of their
normal supply.
In East Texas, the small town
of Edgewood closed coin laundries and car washes and banned
all but emergency water use after
the town's reservoir nearly dried
up. With help from the state,
Edgewood built a 10-inch diameter water main to bring
water from Lake Tawakoni, 10

miles away.
Historically, this year's long,
hot summer doesn't compare to
the drought of the early 1950s,
when rainfall in some parts of the
state averaged only 14.05 inches
a year.
Back then, Dallas had to pump
brackish water from the Red River. The long-range effect was
rusted-out radiators and water
heaters, said John Jadrosich of
the Trinity River Authority.
Over the years since, larger
cities have built more reservoirs.
The Tarrant County Water
Control and Improvement District, which supplies cities including Fort Worth and Arlington, is
in good shape, spokesman Mike
Williams said.
"Smaller systems that rely on
wells have reached or will soon
reach some critical points," Williams said.
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There Was a Young Man from Duluth,
Who Traveled the World for the Truth,
When He Heard of My Fame,
Thru Our Doors He Came...
"You're Ugly, All Right,"
Said the Youth!
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Buchanan says:
Perot candidacy could hurt

as
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WASHINGTON ()tl:') — Bob
Dole may have little chance of
winning in November if Ross
Perot launches another third-party
presidential run, says Pat Buchanan, who was Dole's chief rival
for the Republican nomination.
In the long run, Buchanan said
Sunday on CBS' "Face the
Nation," the emergence of Perot's Reform Party "threatens the
viability of the Republican
Party."
Buchanan said the Reform Party would attract many of the
"conservative populists" who
backed him in the primaries, and
in future elections the GOP
would have no choice but to form
coalitions with the new group to
have any hope of defeating the
Democrats.
"The Perot candidacy, as
opposed to Governor (Richard)
Lamm, is a mortal threat to the
Republican Party in 1996 because
Ross Perot can win the Buchanan
voters," the conservative commentator said.
Lamm, the former Democratic
governor-of -Colorado, announced
earlier this month that he would
seek the Reform Party nomination and push its platform of fiscal austerity, campaign finance
reform and America -first
economics.
Perot, the Texas billionaire
who garnered 19 percent of the
popular vote in the 1992 election,
said last week he was willing to
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Dr. Don Robertson, vice president
for student affairs at Murray State
University, presents Tricia Lee RIchasm of Harrisburg, IlL, and Murray the Outstanding Senior Woman
Award at the university's annual
Hogors Day program In May. Richerson also received the Ralph Woods
Memorial Award and was named to
the 1995-96 Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities. She lathe
daughter of Dr. Ginny Richerson of
Murray and Jim Richerson of Harrisburg. A May 1996 cum laude
graduate of MSU,Richerson majored
In political science and minored in
marketing.
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challenge Lamm for the
nomination.
Buchanan, who came in second
to Dole in the primaries, has
declined to formally endorse the
Dole candidacy and stressed that
"we're not going to that (Republican) convention as
supplicants."
"We have access to voters
who can give the Republican Party victory. Our people are going
to be treated with respect,"
Buchanan- said.
It has not been announced
whether Buchanan will be allowed to give a prime-time speech
during the convention next month
in San Diego. Buchanan's fiery
speech at the GOP convention in
Houston four years ago set a
right-wing tone to President
Bush's campaign that many analysts said contributed to his
defeat.
Buchanan would not say
whether he might give a speech
outside the convention if the Dole
people snub him. But he said
—how they treat the ideas and
issues that. I have cornthitted
myself to represent is• going to
have a large bearing on whether
our people come home" and support Dole.
Buchanan, a strong opponent
of abortion, also said he would
fight to change compromise language in the GOP platform that
commits the party to a constitutional amendment to ban abor-

tions but pledges tolerance for
those with different views.
Lamm, speaking earlier on
CBS, said he was undeterred by
Perot's announced run for the
party spot, and said the Reform
Party that Perot built might still
look elsewhere for its presidential
candidate.
Perot "is no longer the fresh
and new face," Lamm said, noting that Moses, after leading his
people out of Egypt, never reached the Promised Land.
Lamm said he was interested in
debating Perot, although he acknowledged that the two shared
most views on reforming government and "there is not much to
debate about." He reiterated that
he would not be Perot's running
mate.
Political analysts concluded
that Perot hurt Bush more than
President Clinton in 1992, and,
although his influence on this
election is expected to be diminished from four years ago, the
Democrats welcomed his entry
into the presidential picture.
"He can bring people that
otherwise may not be interested
in the political process," said
Senate Democratic leader Tom
Daschle of South Dakota. "He'll
be encouraging them to be
involved, and I think that's a
good thing. The more the merrier.
And so I think we'll be welcoming him into the race."
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Growth leaves many behind
TOKYO (AP) — A worldwide
surge in economic growth - over
the past three decades has mainly
benefited a small number of
countries, leaving a quarter of the
world's people worse off than
before, a U.N. study says.
The 1996 Human Development
Report, which will be released
Wednesday after a meeting of top
U.N. Development Program officials in Tokyo, reflects a widening gap between- rich -and poor as fast-paced economic growth
leaves many people and countries
behind.
"The world has become more
economically polarized, both
between countries and within
countries," James Gustave Speth,
administrator of the U.N. program, wrote in a preface to the
report, the seventh edition of the
annual survey.
"If present trends continue,"
he wrote, "economic disparities
between industrial and developing nations will move from inequitable to inhuman."
The study tracks economic
development and ranks countries
based on an index that measures
life expectancy, education, and
purchasing power.
Looking beyond simple economic growth data, the report
examines factors that -determine
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Dr. Paul McNeary, chairman of the
department of industrial and engineering technology at Murray State
University, presents Gall Ruth Furches of Puryear, Tenn., the Outstanding Conbribution to the Department of Industrial and Engineering
Technology -Award at the -university's annual Honors Day program In
May. She Is the daughter of George
and Margaret Ether of Philadelphia,
and is married to Vincent Furches.
An August 1996 graduate of 1ASU,
Furches is majoring in environmental engineering technology.
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how many people are actually
better off than before, both in
terms of wealth and other measures of well-being, such as
health and education.
This year's edition ranks Canada, the United States and Japan
as the nations with the best overall quality of life.
The survey found that despite a
strong surge in economic growth
in 15 countries over the past 3Q
years;some 1.6 billion people —
about a quarter of the world's
population — were left behind
and are now worse off than they
were 15 years ago. •
At the national level, 89 countries — most of them in the developing world — are worse off
economically now than they were
10 or more years ago. Among the
world's wealthy nations, only
three — Canada, Finland and Iceland — are worse off than they
were in the 1980s.
The report ranked Canada first
on its "Human Development
Index," which measures overall
health as expressed by life expectancy, education and purchasing
power. The United States was
second, followed by Japan, the
Netherlands and Norway.
But when the measures are
adjusted for various gaps between
the status of men and women,

Sweden vaults to the top position,
while Canada drops to second,
the United States to fourth and
Japan to 12th.
Not all the news in this year's
report was gloomy, however. The
authors also noted that their measure of "human development"
has risen at a faster rate in the
last- 30 years in the developing
world than the developed countries achieved over a century.
Led by successfully developing
countries like Botswana, China,
Indonesia, South Korea, Malaysia
and Singapore, life expectancy in
developing countries has shot up
by More than 30 percent during
that period, and primary school
enrollment increased from 48
percent to 77 percent.
"A strategy for economic
growth that emphasizes people
and their productive potential is
the only way to open opportuni-

Shown from left to right are Marty Quinn, regional customer relations
manager of the Cincinnati Region of Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A.; Dwain
Taylor owner of Toyota of Murray; Chad Cochran, sales manager of
Toyota of Murray and Mike Reding, general manager of the Cincinnati
region of Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A.

Toyota of Murray
receives awards
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Toyota of Murray was honored
with two awards last week from
the company's top brass.
Mike Reding, general sales
['imager
the -Cincinnati region
of Toyata Motor Sales U.S.A.,
presented Toyota of Murray, and
its owner Dwain Taylor, with the
Customer Relations Award and
the President's Award at a ceremony Thursday.
The President's Award is the
highest honor bestowed by the
Toyota company to its dealers
around the country and this is the
second consecutive year Toyota
of Murray has been given the
award.
Also in attendance at the presentation was Marty Quinn, regional customer sales manager for
the Cincinnati region.
The Cincinnati region includes
Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio and
Michigan. Taylor was one of 26
of 118 Toyota dealers in the fourstate region to earn the honor and
the only dealer in western Kentucky given the awards.
According to Reding, the
awards are given each year to
dealers who, through customer
suneys, score high marks for service and customer relations.

(or

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rental.
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

ties," said Richard Jolly, chief
author of the report and special
adviser to Speth.
"It is increasingly clear that
new international measures are
needed to encourage and support
national strategies for employment creation and human development, especially in the poorer
countries," he said.

753-4461

"These awards are given to
dealers based on customer sales
satisfaction, service records and
other things that reflect the customer experience as a whole,"
-Quinn said. "Dwain Taylor consisrantty 'Score§ lbiri these
categories each year."
"It's an honor to be given this
award by (Reding and Quinn).
It's not often we get them down
to this part of Kentucky," Taylor
said during the ceremony. "I'd
like to thank all our employees
for this achievement and especially Jayne Musser and Chad
Cochran for their part in these
awards."
Musser is customer relations
manager for Toyota of Murray
and Cochran is sales manager for
the Murray dealership.
Toyota of Murray is located on
Highway 641 South.
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Herold "Jack" Romaine
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Royal couple gets decree
Dr. Don Bennett, chairman of the
department of mathematics at Murray State University, presents April
M. Cothran of Murray, Ky., the
Outstanding Senior In Mathematics
and Statistics Award at the university's annual Honors Day program in
May. She is the daughter of Roy and
Carol Boswell of Murray, and is
married to Eric Cothran. A December
1995 magna cum laude graduate of
1ASU, Cothran majored in mathematics and mlnored in computer scienCe.

LONDON (AP) — Prince
Charles and Princess Diana were
granted a preliminary decree of
divorce today, and should be free
of the bonds of marriage within
-six weeks.
Neither was in court for the
brief hearing. Charles was in
Brunei for the 50th birthday
celebrations of the sultan.
The decree was granted two
weeks before the couple's 15th
anniversary.
. They announced on Friday that
they had agreed to an undisclosed

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Owner, DWAIN

Completely Eroded. Including Concrete Flom
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Ouality Mater-.

A 4" concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
e 12 looting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolls
in concrete
E. Treated
bottom plates
F. it studs, 16' 0 C
G 7
Blandex
unclersiding
H Masonite, wood or vinyI siding

o

I Self-supporting 215
trusted ratters 2 rt
0C
J 'i" plywood
decking
K Seal down shingle,
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0 2x0 fascia
aluminum coveted
P 2k10 headers
O 4,4 raised curb

r

financial settlement. Diana will
keep her home at Kensington
Palace and the title of princess,
but will no longer be addressed
as "her royal highness." She and
Charles will have equal access to
their sons William, 14, and Harry, 11.
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Incredible price on this new
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I School Supplies Drive!
‘,,Bring anything K-1 frAll
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'
The Stihl FS36 trimmer,
rated #1 by a leading
consumer magazine, has
a:I the power and durability
you expect from a
Stihl-built tool With a 2
year consumer warranty
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The Number One Selling Chain Saw Worldwide
11 CAR (12x13)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
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top-rated B672
blower makes leaf blowing
a blast Clean sidewalks
driveways, decks garages,
gardens and other hard to
reach places Optional vac
attachment cnlv 529 95

Deluxe
Hardboard *ding
$3,525
$4325
$4,625
$4,825
$5.425
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We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (113s20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' CAR (2424)
LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30)

The divorce is expected to
become final on Aug. 28.
As the Waleses, Charles and
Diana were at the bottom of an
alphabetical list of divorces handled today by Judge Gerard Angel
of the Family Division of the
High Court.
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ANALYSIS

GOP lawmakers
declare freedom
from Bob Dole
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Concerned about their own election
campaigns, House Republicans muscled GOP presidential candidate
Bob Dole this week when they announced plans to pass stand-alone
welfare reform legislation by the end of the year.
At the same time, the ,decision signaled the end of the allconsuming GOP effort to force a balanced budget in the current
Congress, and means that any election-year tax cut bill will be a
mere shadow df the package that majority Republicans once
sought.
"In an effort to continue moving this critical issue forward. I
have today asked Speaker (Newt) Gingrich and Majority Leader
(Trent) Lott to pass a sweeping welfare reform bill for the third
time in eight months," Dole wrote the congressional leaders of his
own party on Thursday.
But GOP sources, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the
letter was dispatched after- campaign aides had been notified —
after weeks of internal discussions — that welfare would be moved
separately in hopes that Clinton would' sign it. Attaching the GOP
prescription for Medicaid, which would have turned the program
into a series of block grants to the states, was certain to draw a
veto.
Dole had long opposed separating the two proposals, and congressional sources said he didn't want to give Clinton a chance to
sign a major welfare reform bill so close to the election.
But the presidential candidate's interests and those of the rankand-file House Republicans diverged, as 'Gingrich and the rest of
the House leadership learned when they began receiving pressure
from the rank and 'file,
"The system works when a freshman in the House of Representatives can actually .convince enough other members, including
committee chairmen, to buck the leadership and do that which
makes the most common sense," Rep. John Ensign of Nevada, who
helped lead the revolt, said in a statement. .
He said action on welfare is essential to provide a "victory for
children."
But in addition to policy reasons, after 18 months of struggle
with the president, House members want to be able to -present a
'-tangible accomplishment to the voters, according to a variety of
lawmakers and .their aides.
Several aides also said the decision underscored the frustration
that many Republicans feel with the Dole campaign, which lags
badly behind Clinton's re-election effort. Given Dole's comments
that he wouldn't seek to repeal the assault weapons ban this week,
one aide said some lawmakers were growing fearful that "he's trying to draw distinctions between himself and the House."
There's no guarantee that the decision will produce a compromise with the White House on welfare, although spokesman Michael
McCurry welcomed the move and said Republicans had at least
removed a "poison pill" by dropping their Medicaid plan.
But GOP strategists believe at the least they will confront Clinton with a difficult choice — either sign a bill and anger many
liberal voters whose support makes up a portion of his political
base, or veto it and risk the wrath of the voters of the center who
favor changes in the welfare system. The same political calculus
applies to the House Democrats seeking re-election this fall.
Apart from the political calculations behind the welfare issue,
Republicans conceded Friday that they have all but abandoned their
once-ambitious effort to force a balanced budget by 2002. That was
the centerpiece of their revolution, and the effort that prompted the
brutal veto struggles of 1995 and the government shutdowns that
sent GOP poll numbers tumbling:
The Medicaid legislation, which would have saved S72 billion
over six years, is unlikely to reach the House floor, they said. The
Medicare legislation — $158 billion in savings and the source of
enormous political bloodletting last year — is similarly unlikely to
emerge. Also unlikely to see the light of day are savings in veterans
programs and other accounts
all of which were necessary to
finance the 5500-per-child tax cut Republicans wanted to provide
for the next six years.
While tax legislation may ultimately reach the floor of the House
and Senate this fall, it will be sharply limited in scope, perhaps the
first year's $500 credit. It would he financed either from the savings squeezed from food stamps or non-residents as part of the welfare bill, or from offsetting tax increases that congressional tax writers can cobble together a few weeks before Election Day.
EDITOR'S NOTE — David Espo is AP's chief congressional
correspondent.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 '(Washington)
1
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What is the state debt?
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Unless there is open rebellion, an
invasion is imminent or hostilities are threatened, the Kentucky
Constitution prohibits the state
from going in debt for more than
$500,000.
And, indeed, the commonwealth currently is free of debt.
Except that the state owed
53.809 billion on June 30, 1995,
which put every man, woman and
child on the hook for an estimated $985.05 and annual debt
service of $109.81.
The contradiction is apparent.
But it's. all legal, if somewhat
tortured.
The-constitutional
restriction is
—
against what is called "general
obligation" debt; which is
backed up by the full faith and
credit of the state. In other words,
such a debt includes the promise
that tax money will be used to
repay it. The state has not issued
any general obligation debt since
1966.
The reality is that Kentucky is
in debt. The fiction is that the
state is not on the hook for tax
money to repay it.
To get around the constitutional restriction, the state relies on
what are called "revenue
bonds." There are 17 different
state agencies that are authorized
to sell bonds, including the eight
universities and obscure entities

appropriations. The Kentucky
Housing Corp., for example, had
$781 million in debt, but that is
repaid with the mortgage payments of individual borrowers.
Similarly, the Kentucky Higher
Education Student Loan Corp.
outstanding debt of $320 million

Mark R. Cheligren
An Associated Press News Analysis
such as the State Property and
Buildings Commission and the
Kentucky Turnpike Authority.
In theory, the various entities
sell the bonds and the only
pledge is that revenues from the
various projects will be used to
repay the people who bought the
bonds and in sa doing .loaned. the
money. So it is that the Kentucky
Turnpike Authority actually
owns, say, the parts of U.S. 127
or Kentucky 80 that have been
improved in the past few years
with the proceeds of bond sales.
Technically, the turnpike
authority leases those roads to the
Transportation Cabinet, which
uses tax money from the Road
Fund to make the lease payments,
which are used to make debt service payments on the bonds.
Similarly, the Property and
Buildings Commission owns the
new state laboratory, for example. It is leased to the Finance
Cabinet, which sublets it to the
various state agencies that are
tenants in the building. The agen-

cies make lease payments to the
Finance Cabinet, which turns
around and makes lease payments
to the commission, which pays
off the bonds sold to finance the
construction of the $42 million
building.
But whether the payments are
made by the Transportation
Cabinet, the Finance Cabinet or
something else, it's still tax
money.
This financial fiction has been
approved by the Kentucky courts.
Of course, these are the same
courts that have agreed that the
constitutional directive that no
state officer get a salary of more
than $12,000 really means something closer to $80,000 — a
marvelous piece of legal laundering called the "rubber dollar."
And, typically for state government, $3.8 billion is not really all
of the state debt. There is another
51.3 billion in debt floating
around from various state agencies that is not repaid with state

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 10 — The Washington Post on judicial nominations:
The processing of judicial nominations in the Senate usually
slows down in a presidential election year. The party out of power,
Arants- tO"hedgeitS Bus, or course, and leave as many open slots as
possible available for its potentially successful presidential nominee to fill. This is easy to do if that party controls the Senate, as it
does now. But this year's histary is a lot worse than usual. In 1992,
for example, President Bush nominated 75 judges, and 66 were
confirmed. But this year, in spite of the fact that as of July 1 there
were 69 vacancies in the nation's fedaral courts — 24 have been
unfilled for more than 18 months — not a single judge has been
confirmed since Jan. 2. Forty-two nominations are pending.
On June 28, the Friday before the last recess began, Senate leaders Trent Lott and Tom Daschle attempted to move nine nominations, but they were thwarted by — of all things — a Democrat,
Sen. Max Baucus, who objected because his candidate from Montana was not on the list. This kind of hardball may look good back
home, but it is terribly shortsighted and unfair to the well-qualified
men and wofrien whose lives have been in limbo for months awaiting confirmation. ...

1

Sens. Lott and Daschle are off to a good start in working out a
schedule for Senate business. The confirmation of judges should be
high on their list. Record yotes should be scheduled if needed, but
no'single senator ought to be able to hold up the entire process.
July 3 — Liberation, Paris, on Russian election:
The unrepentant optimists and cynics of circumstance are agreed:
it is in total fog that the Russian electors once again are called to
vote. The great fear of Boris Yeltsin's advisors is that, succumbing
to the call of the Dacha, the voters will fail to turn out in sufficient
numbers. The notion of giving one's vote to a professional chameleon, simply in the name of anti-communism, cannot conjure forth
a wild enthusiasm. ...
On one side, a slightly flamboyant nationalist-communist who
profits from espousing the pay-later course of immediate gratification. On the other, a former appafatchik at the end of the line, an
autocrat to the bottom of his soul and one ready to give everything
for a little more time in the Kremlin. ...
If Yeltsin disappears, or if his illness Brezhnevizes him, then the
situation will become more unpredictable and more dangerous.

Protecting U.S. forces
WASHINGTON (AP) — Terrorism is redefining the context
in which U.S. forces are deployed
in the world's trouble spots.
Whether it is Somalia, Bosnia or
Saudi Arabia, the primary mission is becoming zero casualties
and a clear exit strategy.
The phrase brought to the forefront by the tragedy in Saudi
Arabia is force protection. Congress is demanding to know
whether enough was done to
guard against the terrorist attack
that killed 19 U.S. airmen at a
housing complex June 25.
Why wasn't the defensive perimeter farther from Khobar Towers? Was enough attention paid to
suspicious incidents in the weeks
before the bombing? Why didn't
the United States press the Saudi
government to allow the FBI to
question four men convicted of a
terrorist bombing in Riyadh
seven months ago?
Those questions dominated a
Senate hearing last week at which
Defense Secretary William Perry
and Gen. John Shalikashvili, the
nation's top uniformed military
officer, were grilled about the
bombing.
The questions demand answers.
Congress and the public at large
have a right to know if neglect
played a part in allowing the terrorists to set off a truck bomb
that close to the housing area.
But whatever answers come
forth, the reality is that there is
no way of assuring that U.S. officials and troops arc totally safe
from terrorist attacks.
"It's quite counterproductive
to have American forces when
they go overseas to just immedi-

NEWS ANALYSIS

DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
ately crawl into their bunkers and
hang on," said Eliot Cohen, a
professor of strategic studies at
Johns Hopkins University who
directed a Pentagon study of the
Persian Gulf air war.
"If we're going to be a global
power we're going to periodically
get hit," said Cohen.
"You cannot ever throw an
impenetrable curtain around the
incredible multiplicity of American facilities and officials either
in this country or serving
abroad," said former CIA Director Robert Gates:
"The fact is, U.S. counterterrorism operations are far more
effective, far more aggressive and
far better than most Americans
know," he said.
In light of the impossibility of
creating that impenetrable curtain, Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., the

Senate's most respected authority
on defense questions, saw danger
in allowing self protection to
become the primary 'nil-SS-ion of
U.S. forces.
"I hope we don't come out of
this hearing with a mentality that
the only thing that a commander
does in the field protecting our
national interest is to protect the
force," Nunn said:
"Because if that is the whole
mission, then we will have a
bunker mentality, and we will not
be able to protect America's
national interests, and the largest
superpower in the world will find
itself immobilized," he
continued.
"I hope we don't come to a
conclusion that zero casualties is
possible in the military, or really
for that matter in any kind of
risky endeavor."

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
morr than 500 words. The Murray Ledger'& Times reterves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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is not counted against the total.
And, typically for higher education and the University of Kentucky, even that total is not complete. Irked that it had to actually
get approval and be accountable
to the General Assembly to build
a new library, UK invented a new
form of financing to raise that
$40 million. Frankly, the
mechanism defies reasonable
explanation, except to say that
UK still owes the money.
While $3.8 billion is a lot of
money by any standard, the actual amount of money the state has
borrowed has declined in recent
years. The fiscal year that ended
on June 30 was to show that the
state had $3.742 billion in debt.
By the end of the current budget
cycle on June 30, 1998, the debt
is to be $3.4 billion.
The decrease in the debt is
because the state is borrowing
less than it is paying off. While
the General Assembly authorized
$210 million in bonding during
the coming two years, $338 million in old debt is scheduled to be
paid off.
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According to Pentagon figures,
1,054 military personnel died
during the fiscal year that ended
Sept. 30, 1995. Six of those were
in terrorist , attacks. More than
half' the total were the result of
accidents. The Pentagon could
not supply a breakdown of how
many of the accidental deaths
occurred during military activities such as training exercises or
plane crashes.
The threat of casualties and the
possibility of being bogged down
for an indefinite time were major
issues during the debate over
whether the United States should
contribute 20,000 troops to the
NATO peacekeeping force in
Bosnia.
So far, that mission has been
remarkably free of combat
casualties.
The pullout of U.S. forces
from Bosnia will begin soon and
should be nearly complete by early November. Under the plan set
forth when the troops were corn.
mitted, they would stay for not
more than one year, a deadline
that expires at the beginning of
December.
But what if Bosnia has not
been transformed into a multiethnic democracy by then? What
if the prospects are that fighting
will resume when the NATO
force withdraws?
Will the Americans stay to
complete the mission of giving
the Bosnians the opportunity to
create a stable democracy? Or
will the primary mission prove to
be getting out?
EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald M.
Rothberg covers national security
issues for The Associated Press.
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Christian Women's Club plans Friday event
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Songfest will be Wednesday
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Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will have
its monthly songfest on Wednesday. July 17, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge. All interested persons are invited to attend and take
part in the singing.
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Singles (SOS) plan activities
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Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities on Tuesday, July 16, and Thursday, July 18. The group will meet Tuesday at
7 p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church. This will be
"Christmas in July" night. Thursday the group will meet at Best
Western with Bill Raymer. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,- support-and social -group .for single -adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Larry, 753-9395, or Jane, 489-2046.

International dance on Tuesday
International Dance will be Tuesday, July 16, from 7 to 8 p.m. in
the Fellowship Hall of First Presbyterian Church. No partners are
needed and no experience is necessary.

1

Mt. Zion Cemetery meeting Saturday
Mt. Zion Cemetery, located on Doores Trail near Backusburg will
have its annual meeting on Saturday, July 20, at 8 a.m. Persons
unable to attend may send their donations to Evelyn Tucker, 2521
Potts Rd., Murray, KY 42011.
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Barnett reunion on Saturday
The family of John anciPocahuntas Barnett will have a reunion on
Saturday, July 20, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. A basket dinner will be served. All family and friends are
invited to attend.

Youth Center open two afternoons
Main Street Youth Center is now open for the summer months on
Monday and Tuesday from 1 to 5 p.m. This is for youth, ages 8 to
18.

It 3

O'Rourke on television show today

l'be
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• Bethany O'Rourke of Murray will be featured on- the Rosie
O'Donnell Television Show to be seen on ABC Television today
(Monday), at 4 p.m. on WSIL, Harrisburg, Ill., and WKRN, Nashville, Tenn. Bethany and her mother, Marion, were guests at the show
on June 28 in New York City. While interviewing members of the
audience, Bethany was asked if she would introduce the stars at the
beginning of the show. She will be seen at the beginning of the
show.
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East Council meeting Tuesday
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East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday, July 16, at 4 p.m. in the teachers' lounge. Agenda
items include report from placement committee, annual report and
ratification of standing committees. After the meeting the council
will have dinner at Pattie's to welcome new members.

the

Free blood pressure checks

•

NIP•

Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, July 16, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 16, at 3 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
information contact Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director, or
Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist at 762-1100.
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A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, July 16, at 9:30 a.m. The Rev. Bill Tate wil
conduct the Bible study. This weekly event is for all interested
persons.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, July 16, at 6 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. Ann Landini will present a program on "Piper Foundation Piecing." After an introduction to the
techniques, members will work in small groups to construct a small
wall hinging to be used later in the fall as one of the club's monthly
fund-raisers. Members should bring a seam ripper or other appropriate "unsewing" tool and scissors. All members and interested persons are invited.

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, July 16 and 17, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. "Fun N' Frolic" will be
the program. A special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed
•for children, age 2 accompanied by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m., and
Story Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both days.
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Barbie Norton ing time with their four children
and seven grandchildren.
Special music will be by Mark
Dycus who will begin his second
year as choral director at Calloway County High School in
August. Dycus plays classical
guitar and enjoys a variety of

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday
July 17.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Hazel Beale as tee-off chairman. Pairings will be made at the
tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, July 10, have been
released by Debbie Ray and
Martha Broach, tee-off chairmen,
as follows:

First flight - Jan Ochoa, first,
Debbie Ray, second, Laura Parker, third, Irene Woods, fourth;
Second flight - Shirley LaMastus, first, Marilyn Chatman, second, Dot Finch, third, Mary Alice
Smith, fourth;
Third flight - Sue Lamb, first,
Sue Veazey, second, Nancy
Rogers, third, Mary Alice Garner,
fourth;
Fourth flight - Kitty Steele,
first, Pam Kelly, second.

Ladies golf to be Wednesday
Ladies day events will be held
at Murray Country Club on Wednesday, July 17.
A luncheon will be served at
noon. Reservations should be
made by calling the club at
753-6113 or 759-9476.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Edith Garrison as hostesses.
Those not listed in the line-up
may come and be paired at the
tee. If a person is unable to play
call 753-5383.
The lineup is as follows:

Sue Ryan, Lois Keller, Faira
Alexander;
Tee 7- Betty Stewart, Nancy HaverstoCk, Billie Cohoon, Rainey
Appoerson; •
Tee 8 - Norma Frank, Edith Garrison, Claudia Berry, Ann Brown;
Tee 10 - Beth Belote, Barbara Gray,
Judy Krouse, Mary Long;
Tee 15 - Janet Housden, Marilyn
Miller, Becky Reed, Ann Kelly Bolin.

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, July 10, have been
released by Toni Hopson, hostess, as follows:
Championship - Betty Jo
Purdom;
First flight - Betty Lowry, Betty Stewart, runnerup;
Second flight - Betty Scott,
Rainey Apperson, runnerup;
Third flight - Billie Wilson,
LaVerne Ryan, runnerup;
Fourth flight - Becky Reed;
Low putts - Betty Jo Purdom.

Tee 1 - Betty Lowry, Evelyn Jones,
Sue Outland, Jennifer Crouse;
Tee 2 • Sally Crass, Betty Jo Purdom, Lisa Carver, Inus Orr;
Tee 3 - LaVerne Ryan, Rowena Cullom, Frances Richey, Pat Claypool;
Tee 4 - Linda Burgess, Diane Villanova, Karen Hart, Cathryn Garrott;
Tee 5
Shirley Jenstrom, Peggy
Veal, Billie Wilson, Betty Scott;
Tee 6 - Anna Mary Adams, Martha

Monday, July ta
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board/5:30 p.m./City Hall.
Murray Chapter Professional Secretaries International/6 p.m./Briggs &
Stratton.
.Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall,
Calloway County Middle School
SBDM Council/6 p.m./library.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./private dining room at MurrayCalloway Hospital. Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Parents' Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Hazel Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30-8:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Bible School/6-8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
Group/7 p.m.
First- Baptist Church Step
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.; Junior High Cook'out at Boyd's/6 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Bible
School/5:30 p.m.
First Christian Church Bazaar Workshop and Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30
p.m.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Building.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
.• Tuesday, -July 16
• East Elementary SBDM Council/4
p.m.
•
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Singles Organizational Society
(§0S)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic church. Info/Larry, 753-9395,
or Jane, 489-2046.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Community Center open 8
a.m.-4 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Dexter Community Center open 9:30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m./Eva's
Country Kitchen.

Lodge Master

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall on Highway 121
North at Robertson Road North.
In addition to committee
reports, Candidate Gary Ramsey
will provide his Fellowcraft proficiency to prepare him for his
third or Master Mason degree,
scheduled at a called meeting on
Monday, July 29. Conferring of
this degree will be the responsibility of the Lakeland Degree

753-0489
Ashley Ross • Ross Insurance Agency

SAVECOLD CASH
10 DAY SALE
During Our "Beat-The-Heat"

$200

$100

Off

Off

DR All In-Stock
paper

Spool All In-Stock
Borders

Res. 92-22 DR

Reg '7 & Up

50%

— New Patients Welcome —

Off The Retail Price On
All Special Order Patterns

20% ort.

Up To 75% Off

MI I !orals

Custom Nlini !ninth

10% Off All Decorative Medallions

Call for your appointment.

CUSTOM DESIGN YOUR HOME WITH
OUR NEW LINE OF FABRIC COORDINATES
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Call us first and check our competitive rates
for auto and home owners insurance

Tina A. Carter, D.C.
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Mr. and Mrs. Richard M.
Smotherman of Rt. 7, Murray, are
the parents of a' son, Richard
Clay Smotherman, born on Monday, July 1, 1996, at 8:43 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 12 ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Sharlisa (Shorty) Ford. A sister is Morgan Elizabeth, 3.
Grandparents are Max and Barbara Smotherman of Rt. 1, Murray, and Jerry and Linda Ford of
1001 Olive St., Murray. Greatgrandparents are Leon Collie and
Mrs. Flora Ford of Murray.

for

753-1361

-,

Smotherman
boy is born

Now Thru
July 20th

Reg. $17.00

•

Tuesday, July 16
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Breastfeeding Support' Group/7-8
p.m /Child Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3381 or 762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Health Express of MCCH/Buchanan,
Tenn., Post Office/9-11:30 a.m.; Dees
Bank of Hazel/1-4 p.m.
International Dance/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Hazel Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30-8:30 p.m.
St. Loo Catholic Church Fun and
Fellowship/8:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.; Bible . School/5:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Library open/
10-11:30 a.m.; Bible School/6-8 p.m.
First Baptist Church Parents' Day
Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m. Step Aerobics/
5:15 p.m.; Church-wide visitation/6:45
p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 .a.m.-4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting .Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

VALIIIES-n
"Year Lom

Team, headed up by Past District
Grand Master Mark Shumaker.
A potluck dinner will be at 6
p.m. on July 29 prior to this
meeting. Meats, bread and drinks
will be provided by the lodge,
according to Pete Farley,
marshal!.
Also at the July 29 th meeting,
two members of Farmington
Lodge No. 232 F&AM will
receive their third degree for a
total of three who will get their
Master degrees at this meeting.
All members are urged to
attend.

By JOHN SALTER

Reg. $40.00 and up
Reg. $45.00 and up

'Not good with any other discount or coupon.
mi
me
mi mil mi

with any church or denomination.

CALENDAR

Ladies at Oaks plan events

Phone 759-9811
▪ mie

753-3999, or Vida Trenholm,
753-2399.
A complimentary nursery for
preschoolers will be provided and
nursery reservations should be
made by calling Freda at the
number listed above.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation, said Janie Parker,
CWC chairman. Christian
Women's Club is a worldwide
organization and is not affiliated
•

is pleased to announce that she will
be resuming her chiropractic
services on July 22.

=IN IMM

JCPenney Styling Salon

Y to
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music. He also lifts weights and
enjoys fishing at the area lakes. A
native of Paducah, he has a
bachelor's degree in music from
Murray State University and also
has a master's degree in church
music. He kid his wife, Nancy,
have two daughters, Teresa, 14,
and Dee Ann, 12. They most
recently lived in Ohio, but have
also lived in West Virginia and
Georgia.
Reservations should be made
by Wednesday evening, July 17,
by calling Freda Lovett,

Masonic lodge plans meeting

Coffee Break Tuesday

tivi-

Murray Christian Women's
Club will have a "Go for the
Gold" luncheon on Friday, July
19, from noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. The cost of the
Luncheon will be $6 per person.
Barbie Norton, a young homemaker from Cordova, Tenn., will
be guest speaker. A native of
Texas, she is a graduate of South
Plains College in west Texas
where she majored in merchandising and marketing. Her husband, Ken, is vice president for a
general contractor in Memphis.
Barbie likes to say "here is a
readl-life 'Ken and Barbie' story.
Norton is devoted her family and
focuses her time and efforts on
activities at home.
ll Boyd, popular local
"chef," will give tips for safe and
summer food preparation. A
native of Farmington, Boy is a
graduate of University of Kentucky and University of Wisconsin. He was president of Peoples
Bank of Murray for 42 years
before retiring. He and his wife,
Jane, enjoy traveling and spend-
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Dream Team running smooth
squad that tuned up for the games
with a sweep of its five-game
exhibition schedule.
"I would have been a lot worried had we had that feel early,
because then I think we may have
flattened out. But we've been
By HANK LOWENKRON
moving on sort of an uphill thing
AP Sports Writer
since training camp."
Sparked by hometown favorite
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The
Dream Team is right where coach Reggie Miller, the U.S. Olympic
U.S. coach Lenny Wilkens wants team cruised to its most lopsided
it to be heading to the Atlanta victory of its exhibition tour Sunday, routing Greece 128-62
Olympics.
"We're just now really getting before a crowd of 36,702 at the
a good feel for one another," RCA Dome. "The team is reaching the
Wilkens said of his NBA all-star
_

Olympians rout
Greece 128-62 in
final exhibition

Money burns
holes in NBA's
deep pockets
No one ever documented a
ca-se- wile= money -actually__
burned a hole in someone's
pocket. But after finding out
Miami Heat boss Micky Arison
will pay Alonzo Mourning $105
million over the next seven
years. I'm willing to believe it.
Maybe it's not fair to single
out Arison and Mourning. Sunday also brought news that Zo's
one-time running mate in Charlotte. Larry Johnson, got traded
to New York and got to bring
his seven-year, $84 million con- tract along. So he's already
• fooled owners in two different
towns. Fact is, you could buy
the sports section any day this
week, pin it to a wall, throw
darts at it, and almost certainly
hit a story about some other
NBA Generation X-Men just as
unaccomplished getting paid too
much by somebody else.
Free agency must be God's
--Way-dfletting-spdfts-team owners know they have too much
money. Unless it's just the players union's way of letting them
.k.raw.. the. same .thing. . Either..
way. barely 72 hours after
Michael Jordan signed a oneyear deal calling for at least S25
million, he is already underpaid.
And not just by a little. He now ,
looks like the most underpaid /
man in America.
It wasn't supposed to work
like that. Since Jordan was the
best player and the biggest draw
in the game, his deal was supposed to set the top of the market. It did that. What it failed to
do, though, was establish relative value — what Jordan was,
worth compared to the rest of
the players in the league. Failing
to get that done is going to cost
NBA owners dearly. Failing to
get it done at the start of this
decade is one reason their baseball brethren are paying through
the nose still.
Over the span of a week
around the baseball winter meetings in 1990, a handful of
mediocre. thirtysomething pitchers with.career .500 winning
percentages were signed for an
average of 52 million a year. In.
some cases, the justification was
that this guy or that did most of
the things the rest of the world
does right-handed — sip soup,
pen notes, throw baseballs —
with his left.
Sometimes the excuses were
even flimsier. But $2 million
didn't seem like much of a standard at the time. Baseball was
already supporting a handful of
ballplayers, Jose Canscco and
Darryl Strawberry come to mind
— at better than twice that figure. And everybody, it seemed,
had income to dispose of.
The one bearish sentiment
was expressed by Edgar Bronfman, who owned the Montreal
Expos and ran the Seagram's
liquor empire in his day job.
About the same time as he put
his team on the auction bloc, he
left an open letter on a table in
the press room.
"Revenues are exceedingly
strong, but expenses may'soon
choke many of us," the letter
said. "The financial enticement
to win is so strong that we all
roll the dice every year to the
benefit, at the end of the day, of
very few indeed."
• The point of dredging up the
story is not to feel sorry for
Bronfman. .the millionaires he
left behind, or even the crowd
that owns NBA franchises
tOday. Its hard to feel sorry for
somebody whose plea for help
II See Page 7
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point where we want them to be
when we go to Atlanta. I feel real
good about it. Our players have
played tremendous," said Wilkens, Who will fine-tune the team
during workouts at Orlando, Fla.,
through Wednesday in the final
phase of its Olympic
preparations.
The United States opens
Olympic play against Argentina
on Saturday.
The Americans ran over
Greece, running up a 27-2 advantage in fastbreak points. Greece
was 6-3 in previous Fe-Olympic
exhibition games.

Helped by nine first-half steals,
the United States led 74-34 at
halftime, shooting 62 percent.
Greece shot 35 percent in the
opening half and was outrebounded 28-15.
It didn't get any better for
Greece in the second half, and it
never drew closer than 37 points
in the period and fell behind by
67 when Mitch Richmond's layup
made the score 125-58 with 53
seconds left.
"We're trying to get better
every game we play," said Shaquille O'Neal, who watched the
first half from the bench as Wilk-

ens tried to divide the playing
time. "We got on the Grecians
early. ... They never really got a
chance to get into it."
Meanwhile, Charles Barkley
was looking forward to some
time on the golf course while not
worrying about Phoenix trading
him after a reported deal sending
him to Houston fell apart.
"The only thing that's going to
affect me is I don't hit it good
tomorrow on the golf course," he
said. "I'm going to sit back and
see what happens. The season

• See

Page 7

Knicks
cash in
on free
agents

STEVE PARKER/Ledger II Times photo

Murray Heat shortstop John David Thieke (8) greets teammates following his introduction before the semifinal game against Jackson (Tenn.) in
last weekend's Freedom Fest Invitational.

'Baseball Fever'
Murray Heat: More than baseball, it's a way of life
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
They play an average of four
games every weekend, seven if
-they're lucky. Twenty-five nights
this summer will be spent in hotel
rooms. Four days after completing a. rare weekend playing at
home, it's back on the road for
another tournament in -Missouri.
If there is such a thing as
"baseball fever," the Murray Heat
would've been quarantined years
ago.
"We look forward to coming

(to the ballpark) everyday," said
Ryan Geib, the Heat's catcher,
first baseman and one of seven
players on the roster from Murray. "There are times when you
play at the 10 o'clock one night
and have to play at eight the next
morning when you don't want to
be there, but most of the time
we're excited about playing."
Expected (and hoping) to play
90 games from April to August,
the Heat is a traveling team consisting of 14-year-old players.
But it's more than just a team,

it's a baseball operation.
After all, the skipper gets paid
a yearly salary to coach baseball.
Mike Thieke, the head baseball
coach at Murray State the past
three seasons, is the head coach
of the Heat. Thieke, along with
several other Murray fathers,
began the Heat four years ago as
a traveling team looking to play
the best competition possible.
Beginning with a 30-plus game
schedule in 1992, the Heat now
hopes to have every weekend
between Easter and Labor Day

booked with tournaments.
This past weekend, the Heat
got to stay home, as hosts of the
Freedom Fest Invitational Tournament at the old and new city
parks. (The tournament would've
been held around the Fourth of
July, but the Heat was playing
baseball and watching fireworks
in Maryville, Tenn.).
Seventeen teams from Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, Ohio
and Mississippi converged on

• See

Page 7

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The New
York Knicks changed three-fifths
of their starting lineup and
became the first team to make
multiple moves in the free agent
market Sunday as they acquired
Larry Johnson, Allan Houston
and Chris Childs.
' The Knicks acquired Johnson
from the Charlotte Hornets for
Anthony Mason and Brad
Lohaus, a trade that could not be
finalized until New York had
decided how to spend its $9.2
million in salary cap money.
That part of the equation was
'solved Saturday when Houston
agreed to leave the Detroit Pistons for $56 million over seven
years and Childs agreed to leave
the New Jersey Nets for $24 million over six years.
"We hit the jackpot," general
manager Ernie Grunfeld said.
"We'll be one of the top teams
competing for the championship,
not only this year but for years to
come."
To make room under the salary
cap for the three new players, the
Knicks renounced their rights to
Derek Harper, J.R. Reid, Gary
Grant, Willie Anderson, Eric
Anderson, Anthony Tucker and
Ron Grandison.
Johnson will replace Mason at
small forward, Houston will
move ahead of John Starks and
Hubert Davis at shooting guard
and Childs will replace Harper at
the point.
"The not-so-great part of this
is losing a player of Derek Harper's quality," coach Jeff van
Gundy said. "His play and leadership contributed a great deal to
me keeping my job here."
For the Hornets, the move was
another step in the breakup of a
team that has never made it past
the second round of the playoffs.

Jordan paves way as St. Louis
takes three of four from Cubs
Cards take lead
over NL Central
By MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — What a
series for Brian Jordali, Mr.
Clutch, for the St. 'Louis
Cardinals.
He had four singles Sunday,
three with runners in scoring position, and drove in two runs in
leading the Cardinals to a 7-6
victory over the Chicago Cubs.
After losing the series opener
6-0 — St. Louis' eighth consecutive defeat at Wrigley Field —
the Cardinals outscored Chicago
30-14 in winning three straight to
move into first place in the NL
Central. And Jordan was the

catalyst, going 10-for-12 with 11
RBIs in the three games.
"Every time he was up, it
seemed like there were runners
On base- and he came through
with the big hit," said Chicago's
Brian McRae, whose team fell
seven games behind St. Louis.
"He was hitting them in the
holes, out of the ballpark, wherevep jvc weren't."
koldan scored four times Friday, drove in six runs with two
home runs Saturday and capped
the series with his four hits Sunday. He either set or tied career
single-game highs in each of
those offensive Categories.
"I don't watch my stats, honest," said Jordan, who is batting
an NL-high .443 with runners in
scoring position.
Jordan is 9-for-12 with the

bases loaded, and he has 32 RBIs
in his last 18 games.
"I'm like Michael Jordan hitting 3-pointers right now. When
you're in a zone, you're in a
zone. I've been very comfortable
at the plate and I just want to stay
that way," Jordan said.
With Jordan leading the way,
St. Louis, has gone 25-13 since
the start of June — the major
leagues' best record in that span.
"You go through stages where
everybody is driving in runs and
it's great," said Ray Lankford,
who had a homer and two RBIs
as ,the Cardinals (49-42) went
seven 'games over- .500 for the
first time this season. "The trick
now is to keep it going."

• See

Page 7

File,photo

Brian Jordan (at top), had four singles Sunday, three with runners in
scoring position, and drove in two runs in leading the Cardinals to a
74 victory over the Chicago Cubs.
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Murray-Calloway Swim Team
Members of the Murray-Calloway County swim team show off their
individual awards which they won at the Mt. Vernon Freestyle Invitational. Murray swimmers came home with 23 trophies and over 50
medals.

PARK LEAGUE
Members of the 1996 Murray Park League All-Stars 'Gold' team are: Justin
Alexander, Jared Denham, Brian Fogle, Tommy Fridy, Bryan Murdock, Sam
Sehneinertnam-Bren Steiner, -Lucas Stone, Zakari-TayTor, lVfatthew Wedan; Tony Wells, Aaron Wilson and Nicholas Wolff. David Taylor is the head
coach, assisted by Jeremy bell and Bruce Fogle. Both the Murray 'Gold" and
'Blue' All-Stars will participate in the Henderson Tournament this week.
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Race driver, course worker killed
TORONTO (AP)-Jeff Krosnoff's car spun, smashed and scattered Sunday, killing the 31-year-old driver and course worker Gary Avrin with three
laps left in the Toronto Molson-lndy. Krosnoff, pronounced dead about 30
minutes after the accident, is the second Indy-car driver killed this year.
Scott Brayton died in an Indy 500 practice crash in May

•Money burns...
FROM PAGE 6
goes something like this: "Stop
us before we spend more."
Feel bad, instead, for the NBA
as we used to know it. For a
league where discussions about
labor were mercifully short,
where loyalty was the fastest way
to cash in, and guys like Jordan,
Johnson and Bird were the only
guys whose pay was out of
whack to their real worth.
Next season, Jordan will still
be underpaid, not for present services so much as for services
rendered. And at least a dozen
guys will be overpaid. In one
sense, agent David Falk sacrificed his very best client, Jordan,
so that could happen. And owners

doesn't' start until October. I've
got plenty of time to rest and
work on my golf game."
And he's now willing to return
to Phoenix for another season.
"They came to me and said,
'We feel bad for the way we've
treated you.' That (staying with
Phoenix) will be fine. ... It's not
inconceivable that I'd go back
there," he said.
In the meantime, he's anticipating claiming another Olympic
gold medal to go with the one he
earned with Dream Team I in
1992.
The United States had six players finish in double figures Sunday, with Miller scoring 21, Karl

Malone 19 and Grant Hill 15.
"That's our best show. Hopefully, we'll stick with that and
we'll be ready to go," said Barkley, who doesn't care if Wilkens
selects him,as a starter.
"It don't matter to me. I can
play starting or coming off the
bench," he said. "I can get it
done. I think we're ready. ...
We're going to go in and we're
going to win the gold medal."
Fragiskos Alvertis scored 14
points to lead Greece, which
opens its Olympic schedule
against Yugoslavia on Saturday.
The United States outscored its
five exhibition opponents
570-355. The only close game
was the opener against the a team
of U.S. college players, who led
by 17 at halftime.

•Cardinals...

5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. -Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

9.
10.
11.
12.

'See me for all your- famdy insurance needs
'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next

to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
All Times COT
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Nem York
56 33
629 Baillmom
46 43
517 10
Toronto
41
50
451 16
Boston
40 49
449 16
Detroit
27 65
293 304
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Cleveland
55 36
604 Chicago
53 38
562 2
MIlasukes
44 46
489 104
Mnnesota
42 48
167 12'.4
Kansas City
39 53 .424 164
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
53 38
582 Sasaki
49 40
551
3
Oakland
45 47 .489 84
California
44 48
478 9'4
Sunday's Gomm
Boston 6. Detroit 4
Nevi Yak 4, Baltimore 1
kannesota 5. Cleveland 4
Chicago 3. Kansas City 2
Oakland 9. Texas I
Smile 8, Caldera& 0
Toronto 7, Milwaukee 5, 10 innings
Monday's Game*
Nero Yolk (Mendoza 3-4) at Boston (Wakefisid
5-9). 605 pm.
Toronto (Flew 0-0) at Baltimore (Knvda 2-4).
635 p.m:
Detroit (Saw 1-1) at Milwaukso (Bones 6-101
7,05 pin.
--Creep (McCaskill cif)" at /Annesota (Packed
3-7). 705 pm
Cleveland (Tavarez 3-5) at Kansas - City (Pugh
0-1). 706 pm
Caillornia (Hancock 4-1) at Texas (Witt 7.8) 735
pm
Seethe (Wolcott 5-7) at Oakland (Teigheder 0-0),
9-05 pm
Tuesday's Games
Searle (Hitchcock 8-3) at Oakland (Chouinard
3-2). 215 pm
Now You, (Kay 6-6) at Boston (Clemons 4-11).
6 05 p m.
Toronto (Guzman 8-6) at Baltimore (Mumma
11-6). 6-35 pm
Delta! >8 Whams 2-6) at liAlwaukes (DArnico
1-2), 705 pm
Chicago (Alvarez. 10-5) at Minnesota (Radke
5.11). 705 pm
Cleveland (McDowel) 7-6) at Kansas City (Haney
8-6). 705 pm
Caldornia (Abbott 1-11) at Texas (Oliver 7-3).
735 p.m.

FROM PAGE 6
When Alan Benes (9-5) gave
up Sammy Sosa's NL-high 28th
homer, a two-run shot in the
fifth, the Cardinals fell behind
4-3. But St. Louis quickly rallied

Atlanta
Fionda

40 50
444 164
Central Division
W
L. Pct. GB
49 42
Nimm°ntStPtymnitulad."Liou*Ylligihia
538 49 44
527
1
Ca
Hc4jsE
nannan
n
42 44
488 44
Chicago
42 49
462 7
40 51
440 9
West Division
W
L Pct, GS
Los Angeles
19 44
527 San Diego
48 45
516
1
Colorado
a
Fto4044.0
46 14
511
1'4
40 50
444 TA
Sunday's Gaines
Houston 7. New York 5 11 innings, la game
New York 10. Haaton 3. 2nd game
Atlanta 15. Florida 10
laoritreal 5 PNiadelpha 2
Cinannah 7. PIttsburgh 6
St Louis 7. Chicago 6
San Diego
C
Sa
GrFad°rancitisco.
1°410
LosAngoles0
4
Nontley's Gomm
Houston (Wall 6-1) at Florida (Rapp 4-11). 605
pm
Si Louis (Morgan 2-3) at Cincinnati (Salueld
4-2). 6 35 p m
Montreai (Rueter 5-6) at Atlanta (Maddux 9-61,
4.phiam(spawr
)N. tpi464
7
ng 2.6) New York mewl
6
3.4
5p0
at
Pittsburgh (Mail 1-4) at Chicago (Castillo 2-11).
705 p m
San Francisco (Bourgeois 1-1) at Colorado (Bailey 0-1), 806 pm
4.7
6),ari6 05
ieD gon
o )Ashby 8-2) at Los Angeles (Astaao
Tuesday's Games
Montreal(Feuer° 8-7) at Atlanta (Glavine 10-5),
12 10 pm
Pittsburgh (*tag* 10-4) at Chicago (Navarro
7-8). 1 20 p m
San Diego (Hamitlon 10-4) at Los Angeles
(R Martinez 7-3), 305 pm
Houston (Drabok 4-7) at Florida (Burkett 6-9).
605 pm
St Louis (Osborne 8-5) at Cinonnati (Sralsy
8-8). 6 35 p m.
Philadelphia (Schiling 3-3) et New Yoh )M Cart
9-6),6rranci
San
p eco
m (1.1 Letter 4.11) at Colorado (Frioman 6-5). 805 pm

13.
14.
15.
16.

Wherever you go
(CoOper.
go on Cooper tires!
TIRES

* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!L
OPEN
Mon.-Fn.
7-5
Sat. 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 7E3-1111

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
753-9586

300 South 4th

Murray's Only *3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester

1989 Chrysler LeBaron

1991 Grand Am
Sun Root, Sharp

'4,100

Cony

$3,100

1977 Chev. Luv

1990 Chev. Lumina
4 Dr., White

1985 Ford XLT Lariat

3,500

Loaded

1987 Chev. Celebrity
1986 Chev. Celebrity
1,800
Euro
Cavalier
1988 Chev.

2,000

Nice Car

1985 Ford Escort

1986 Ford Ranger

-•st.

1987 Ford Escort

1,200

5 Speed

1984 Ford Escort

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test,
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE.
If you want mOre care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork.

1988 GMC Sierra
$2,000

Size

Truck

1,100

DISCLAIMER OUR OF F ICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REF USE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES.EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF A110 WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

$30

appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

301 N. 12th
(at University
Murray, Ky.
mmm mom mom mmm mom mmm mom

VALUE

•

•
••.*T.

Street
Square)
42071
mmm mom mmm mimm mmm mmm mom mom

759-1116

$4,000

'699

1977 Ford Truck

641 North Murray

759-1712

Roues
Tue -Sat. 11-9
Sunda) 11-3

Now New Store

FREE.

FREE

'850

Red, Auto

Two buffets only $10.99 and relive
the 50's on Thursdays. Our buffet
has a choice of five meats and
catfish, a complete salad bar, a wide
choice of homestyle vegetables and a
complete dessert bar. I want you to
come try it and take a step back in
time.
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

your

'1,000

't

••

•

and pans.

,CALL for

8799

Dependable

Auto., 81,000 Miles

1,900

93.000 Miles

$3,600

Must See

Now
Knoth's Bar-B-0
Celebrate The 50's
Every Thursday!

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

_

against Terry Adams (2-3), scoring four runs in the sixth.
Chicago scored twice in its
sixth off Tony Fossas. McRae
had an RBI Ariple and scored on
Mark Grace's grounder.

EXAMINATION

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms _

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
am
-57 34
626: 50 41
.54g' 7
43
1
60
44I
47
63
1 ,
14
6

mi
E THE NEWS.."
•REUS
c
RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER. va

V-6, Road Ready

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. -Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis

'
•'
• •.;

1988 Grand Prix

FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

ee

•

Jane Rogers Ins.

' Full

mm

I$30

SCOREBOARD

V-6, Auto., A/C

r

), photo

era in
I to a

like Arison in Miami and George
Shinn in Charlotte and whoever
pops however much for Shaq will
be protected for a little while longer. But only a little while.
"I don't want this to start
being like baseball where we start
giving bad players $15 million a
year," Charles Barkley said Sunday. "The owners and'thegeneral managers have to do a better
job."
It's too late for that. A new
standard has been set. Almost
overnight the going rate for an
adequate center who doesn't sell
a lot of tickets or pull in a lot of
viewers and has yet to carry a
team very deep into the playoffs
became $15 million.
Unbelievable.

•Dream Team...
FROM PAGE 6
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Sponsored By:

FROM PAGE 6
Murray for the three-day, 41-game
event.
And, it was an event.
On Friday night, the Heat
opened the tournament in a style
that goes beyond the typical little
league tournament.
While fireworks burst over the
center field fence, boxing's
Michael Buffer yelled, "Let's get
ready to ruuuuumble!" The fireworks were real, the famous ring
announcer was on compact disc,
courtesy of Heat first base coach
Sonny Gibson.
When not traveling from ballpark to ballpark with his son, outHeat outfielder Shawn Yarbrough
fielder Trip Gibson, Sonny is an
Lone Oak celebrates a big hit
of
assistant baseball coach at Graves
on
Sunday.
County. A disc jockey of five
years, Gibson loaned his massive
sound system to the tournament..,as
back and vacation.
well as the community.
"It's a benefit in many areas, it's
"The neighbors (living on 8th
not just a bunch of baseball
Street) asked us to turn the music
games."
off at 11 o'clock," said tournament
Following Sunday's play, the
organizer, Rob Seay. "I don't
Heat. had a record of 56-11. At
blame them."
their current pace, their record will
Following the openening cerelikely reach 70 wins. The season
mony, it was all baseball - 41
culminates in Dublin, Ohio in early
games worth.
August at the Continental Amateur
The city of Murray_actually had
Baseball Association's- World
three representatives in the FreeSeries. Murray will be among 32
dom Fest Invitational. In addition
teams from all over the world.
to the Heat, the Pony League's
Fitting, since the Heat draws
Blue and Gold all-stars also complayers from all over the region.
peted, each winning one game.
Starting with just local players in
Seay said the locals' showing was
'92, the Heat had to expand its
impressive, considering they're
reach to fill its roster. Now, players
playing against teams that play four
from Paducah, Benton and Paris
times as many games during the
help make up the roster. And, firesummer.
balling pitcher Chris McLain drives
As the for the hosts, they battled
two hours from his home in Seneth,
their way through their pool with
Mo., to wear one of the Heat's
one loss and had to win three
three uniforms.
games on Sunday to take the title.
But its more than just the
Opening Sunday with wins over
13-man roster, it's a family affair.
Tri-Area (Peoria, Ill.) and the JackHeat fathers barbecue hot dogs
son (Tenn.) Eagles, the Heat met
and hamburgers; they water, rake
the Chattanooga (Tenn.) Timberand line the fields. And, they drive
wolves in the championship game
thousands of miles per summer to
at the old city park field. With the
the next tournament.
Timberwolves leading 4-2 in the
The Heat mothers are every bit
fourth, rain washed out play, and
as important (if not more) to the
the tournament. Due to the Timberday-to-day operation of this basewolves' perfect tournament record,
ball enterprise. And, these moms
they were awarded the
know the difference between a funchampionship.
go and that green stuff which
Chattanooga played Sunday
grows on a shower curtain.
without their head coach, who had
"It's amazing how much. time
ta_fly..to.Los Angeles for a business - our parents spend -'on- -this,- saidmeeting. But, in that unmistakable
Seay."They help raise money, they
Timberwolve spirit, he called Seay
give up their weekends and sumfrom the friendly skies via the airpmer vacations, and you never hear
lane's phone to chart the team's
them complain."
progress:
On Thursday, four days after
In addition to the Freedom Fest,
parents and players participated
the Heat hosts four other tournaand coordinated nearly 90 hours of
ments. Seay estimates a $500,000
baseball for the Freedom Fest, it's
financial boost to the Murray ecooff to Springfield, Mo. for a
nomy each summer.
weekend tournament.
"I took what we spend on out-of"People ask us about burn out,
town trips and multiplied it by the
but I'd rather have my kid here
number of teams we have in," said
playing ball where I know where
Seay, who acts as the Heat's generhe is," said Seay, whose son Ryan
al manager, in charge of scheduling
plays second base. "He gets more
and travel. out of this than if we just dropped
Seay, noting that Murray hotels
him off at the movies or at a
were at a 105 percent occupancy
party."
for the weekend, adds that MurThe Heat season will conclude in
ray's gain is not just financial.
mid-August before the players
"It's amazing how many people
settle in for a little football or
come in (to Murray) and say,
soccer.
'Wow, I didn't know this was
But there's always baseball.
here," he explained during the
"About a month after the seaPaducah Panther-Jackson Eagle
son's over, we start tryouts and
game on Sunday. "So many people
practice again," said Geib, before
tell me what a nice town Murray is
taking first base for the championor how nice the people are. Some
ship game. "We don't have much
people say they'd like to come
free time."
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CLASSIFIED
CL4SSIFIED AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

$6.00

Column Inch
AO% Discount 2nd Run.
tiol. Discount 3rd Run
(AI 3 Ads Must Run wimp,4 Day Ihrloct)
$2 00 per column inch extra tor
C10
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
020

Reader Adz
30C per word, $6 00 minimum
1st day.be per word per day tor
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

cc
370
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid 390
400
A $200 roe will be requited to make
any changes to ad atter deadline. 55C

CALL
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Lego Notice
Notice
Persona's
Cord or Thanks
in Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET
;Dem Equipment
uvestock & Suppr es
PoJit-y & SuPPres
Produce
Feed & Seed

1 13

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Srtuotion Wonted
Business OoPcct'unIfY
instr,,ction

2EC
2E1.5
3L.T
30
320
330
340
360

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots NY Pent
Bueriests Rentals
Wont To Pent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Pent
Houses or Pent
crr Rent or Lease

360
070
090

SERVICES

470

48o
4&5
490
495
SOO
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
used Cars
Voris
,,,soci Trucks
Campers
Boo's & Motors

ORDINANCE 96-1072A
An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 794 of the City of Murray,
Kentucky,so as to rezone property located at
1107 Mulberry from R-2(single-family resiziential)
to B-4(medium density bpiiinesal.
Adopted by the Murray City Council July 11,
1996.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.
•
Ordinance 96-1073
An ordinance amending ordinance 951051,an ordinance which adopted the 199596 city of Murray, Kentucky annual budget,
by restating certain revenues and expenditures for general fund operations.
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the City
Council of the city of Murray, Kentucky, as
follows, to-wit:
SECTION I. Community development
block Grant Funds in the amount of$35,500
are hereby incorporated into the projected
revenues and appropriated for expenditures
for the Murray North Douglas Redevelopment Project for fiscal year 1995-96,
SECUON U. WANT Grant Revenues in
the—ainount of$17,700 are hereby incorporated into projected revenues and $6,000 is
appropriated to the Murray Police Department for related gasoline and maintenance
costs.
SECTION III. Miscellaneous revenues
are hereby increased by $53,000 due to
insurance reimbursements with $10,698
appropriated to the Murray Police and Fire
Departments to pay related insurance
claims.
SECTION IV. Projected expenditures for
the Murray North Douglas Redevelopment
Project are increased by $34,053 and underwritten by local funds allocated to the
project development.
SECTION V. The General Fund balance
on June 30, 1996 is hereby restated at
$41,600 as per the above-listed revenues
and expenditures. In all other respects.
Ordinance 95-1051, as amended, is. hereby
reaffirmed.
Introduced to the City Council on 6/27/96.
Adopted by the City Council on 7/1 1/96.
Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

It's A Firecracker
Of A Sale
Wiggins Furniture Store
Hwy. 641 N. Across From Memorial Gardens
In Business Since 1958

Free Delivery • E-Z Terms
753-4566

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for 'a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
17C
190
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole of Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Annques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Macnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muocol
Misceloneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

060

060
lislp
Wantad

Lagal
NotIcs

UPI
Nodes

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Hoofing & Cooling
Services Offered

080
230
250
290
530

010

nin

753-1916

TOZLiZE

PLIPLOY A.CLI

CLASSIFIED

jhO•

Master Card

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sore
Forms For Sae
Homes For Sale

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sole
Fa Trade
Free Column
Wonted

410
540
560
570

• Deadlines are 2 days
In advance!

160

160
Help
Wanted

MATURE honest over 25 WE now have an opening
for furniture delivery setup
for an Assistant Manager in
warehouse & all around our fast food restaurant in
work Must be able to drive
Murray 1-5 Years Restaurfurniture van Apply at Wig- ant Management expen
gins Furniture across from ence is preferred Call
COMPUTER Users Memorial Gardens, Hwy 753-8257 and leave name
Needed Work own hours 641 N
& telephone number or
$20k to $50k/yr
Send mantle to RestaurMCKEEL Equipment Co
1 800-348 7186 X-486
ant Manager, 137 Gibbs
has opening for Heavy
DEPENDABLE kitchen Equipment driver Must Store Rd Murray Ky
42071
help at Cypress Springs have cIQL Class A license
Resort Call for an appoint- Call 753-3062 between
070
ment 4,36-5496
7arn-5pm
Domestic
DOMINO'S Pizza now hir& Childcare
ing drivers Earn cash daily MYSTERY Shoppers.
Must be at least 18yrs old S9.75/hr• Part time Now CLEANING houses is my
ALTERATIONS Ruth s have proof of insurance & hiring for local stores Free business Reliable Call
good driving record. Apply products 1 404-749 1990
Linda 759-9553
See & Sew 753-6981
in person at Domino's
ATTITUDES Hair Design, Pizza, 117 So 12th St, Mur- NO EXPERIENCE $500 HOME & Office cleaning
15th & Main Under new ray, Ky.
TO $900 WEEKLY/ PO- Daily, weekly, summer
management Owners!
TENTIAL PROCESSING cleaning Ph Valerie
759-5021
Stylists Heather W BroadMORTGAGE REFUNDS
way and Kimberly Hill
HOURS.
OWN
Stylists/ Brenda Peck, Lori
714-502-1520 EXT 1209. HOUSE cleaning or office
DUE to increase in summer
436-2162 or 759-4808
Houton Tabatha Crawford
(24 hours)
business at the Doll House
welcome
Walk-ins
Cate in Pans Tn dancers OVER the road truck driv759-1100
are now being interviewed ers needed for immediate
DRAPES and More Cus- No experience necessary. opening with 2yrs exp &
tom made drapes, etc 10 Please call 901-642-4297 clean
MVR
Call
AT/286, HD color $250
after 5pm for an 502-759-4009
Years experience
Mono XT $200 Printer $50
appointment
502 527 7165
502 354 9150
EARN up to 1,000's weekly PAPA John's Pizza now
processing mail Start now hiring all positions Assis- PENTIUM Drive computer
CANCER
no experience Free sup- tant Manager, delivery driv- Complete with monitor,
INSURANCE
plies information No obli- ers, & in-store positions color printer & table
No age limit to apply if
gation
Send self available. Flexible hours, 753-1319
your present policy is
addressed stamped enve- perfect for college stu- USED Computers bought
over 10 years old, it
lope to, Bucks Dept 14 dents Delivery drivers and sold Call 767-0858
may not cover some of_
3208-C East Colonial Dr.' must be 18 & have good
the newer treatments
isk308,Cortanslo Fl 32803— driving. record. Apply
1.10
sucrl as chemotherHAIRSTY1c1ST needed, full person
Want
apy For free information call
or part time Must be hon- PARSON Motor Company
To Buy
est willing to work Apply in has immediate openings
Jerry McConnell
person at Cut 'N' Curl for body shop technicians ANTIQUES by the piece or
Insurance
collections 753-9433 day
753-1682
and service technicians or night
753-4199
Experience is helpful Ex*r IO.0 OGBIdWril sorycie
cellent pay and good home- ANTIQUES Entire estates
Equipment
operaHEAVY
fits Call Eddie Cook at or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
tors OPERATORS with
492 8646 days, 753-1418
HOUSE of Clothes, now EXPERIENCE operating 502-247-4111
evenings
open Mon Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 Cranes, Excavators. GradPART
7ime
afternoon
cons,ignment
cloNice
to 5
CASH paid for good, used
ers, Bacichoes, and Scrapthing $1 00 Buys mens, ers needed for work in cashiers needed Must be rifles, shotguns and pisover 18. Apply in person tols Benson Sporting
women children jeans
Western Kentucky. EXbetween 7 & 2, weekdays at Goods 519 S 12th,
sweaters sweat shirts,
CELLENT WAGES, deRacers Coastal on Chest- Murray
dresses 13 Miles from
pending on experience and
nut St.
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
ability. Please phone
CDs, tapes movies, recent
489-2243 or 753-6981
502-442-5793 or mail re- PLUMBERS local work, books, S- Nes/ Sega, detecNEED a Tutor? Exper- sume to Post Office Box good pay Start Immedi- tive magapnes Cash or
ienced Elementary school 532, Paducah, KY 42001 ately.Call 502-636-1466 trade 2-f BooktraderM F 6 30am 3 30pm
teacher will tutor grades
Music Too, opposite PenHOUSE painters, 2yrs ex
K-6 $10'per hour Ph
ney's,
Mayfield
penance minimum Steady
759-5848
work Apply at Black's De- POSITIONS now available 502-251-3233
PSYCHIC READINGS by corating Center, 701 S 4th at Shoney's of Murray Day
Mrs Anne Tells past pre- Murray
150
cook, night cook, MIT night
sent and future Advice on
server, and day salad bar
Articles
all affairs of life Palm &
attendent Apply in person
For Sale
Tarot card reading also
QUIKLUBE Plus, opportunHELP WANTED: Earn
available 767 0508 208 S
ity for two technicians to 7 DRAWER bedroom
up to 1500 per week
1211 Murray
assombiing products
loin our team Mechanical dresser, desk, and hutch.
T.LC. Mobile Car Wash &
experience helpful, energe- White, Westinghouse Miat home. No experiWax. Well clean your car,.
tic, neat appearance and carta finish on top. Like
ence. INFO 1-504-646'wherever its parked
1700 DEPT. KY-2021.
ability to learn our system new. Alto Saxaphone in
753-3557
essential Apply in person excellent condition. Ph
at 507 S 12th St Salary 753-7374
commensurate with ability
BASKETBALL Cards for
HUMANE Society is looksale. 88-89 Flee!, Dennis
ing for fulltime shelter techRodman Rookie140,
nicians Candidate needs ROUTE SALES Knott's 94-95 Finest Refract, Den1,000 WEEKLY stuffing en- to be experienced in animal Wholesale Foods, a leader nis Rodman:$90, 95-96
velopes Free info Send care & comfortable with in the snack food industry TSC Warp Speed Grant
self addressed stamped customer relations Senior for 50 years, is offering an Hill $20, 95-96 Molten
envelope to Express Sept citizens are encouraged to opporturty for those self- Metal Grant Hill:$50, 95-96
96 100 East Whitestone apply Salary based on ex- motivated individuals who Scoring Magnet Shaquille
Blvd Suite 148-345, Cedar perience Come to the desire a challenge, not just O'Neal.$40; 95-96 Grants
Shelter between 1-5pm a lob We have quality All Rookie Kevin
Park. Tx 78613
daily Ask for Manlyn
name brand products to Garnett$25, 95-96 Tower
AUTO body repair man
offer Convenience Stores,
Needs experience in gen- KNOTH S BBQ of Murray Supermarkets and Food of Power Joe Smith .$20. I
eral knowledge Full time now accepting applications Services within institutions would like to trade for a
position 753-8730 After for full time cooks Apply in and factories We are pre- Scottie Pippen 88-89 Fleer
Rookie. Call 753-4899
person
5pm call 489-2081
pared to offer, the selected
ANTIQUE
bedroom set
individuals an above average salary opportunity, with like new mattress,
paid hospitalization, paid $500 Car seat, 0-4014
vacation 401K Plan and Excellent condition, $20
opportuntly for advance- 753-9236
030
ment Send resume today
030
Card
Card
to Knott's Wholesale COCONUT Pie Recipe
of Thanks
of Thanks
Foods, 125 N Blakemore, Send $1 and self
Pans, TN 38242 No phone addressed envelope to
calls please
2428 Beal Rd, Hardin, Ky
42048
Sales
SCHOOL Service &
THANK YOU
Opportunity with Fortune COMMERCIAL Tanning
500 Co Excellent commis unit, 44 bulb stand up unit,
Perhaps you came and gave a hug,
sion & bonuses School 10-15min tanning
Or stood beside our chair,
hours No cold calls Fax 759-4713 9am-6pm
(Sometimes words aren't necessary.
Resume or Letter of InterCOMPLETELY finished
est to 502-253-0768
It's Just knowing that you're there).
10x12 office building,
SIRLOIN Stockade now $2500 obo Located at 624
Perhaps you brought us gUis offood
hiring grill cook Apply in N 41h Call 759-9057 or
Or sent a flower or card;
person, Mon Fri
753-1766
Or, best of all. you said a prayer
ELECTROLUX, Kirby,
SONIC Drive In is now tab
To ease these days so harci
ing applications for cooks Rainbow vacuums Late
fountain and car hops on models, babs & belts for
ek.tr family wants to thank you
both day and night shifts
most cleaners Jerry's
For helping us along,
Apply in person at Sonic Sporting Goods. 402 So
Drive In of Murray, 217 S 6th Mayfield
We pray that God will bless you
12th St No phone calls
And give your heart a song.
KUBOTA lawn mower 40"
*lease
cut, 13 5hp, hydrostatic
From the farnatj of Otis Wilson
trans with bagger, $1650
WANTED Block & brick
Bill & Fern Wilson & Fwnily
Without bagger $1500 See
layer Call 7am 3 30pm
at 641 So, Hazel
Oneida &. John White & Family
492-8723
498-8281
BABYSITTER Needed
daytime 3yr old (part time),
Etwk old (full tune) Your
home or ours Call
759-4490

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insedlon of
their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger .1 Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be repotted Immediately so corrections can be
Mode.

200
Sports
Equipment

He..
"I.—

For Sale
LOCAL company leaving
area Selling office furniture
& fixtures. Taking Bids
753-1414
NEW Echo Star 410 satellite descrarnbler, 10ft dish,
$1800. 762-0009.
NINTENDO, adaptor, controller & gun, 4 games,$25
759-9932
NO Payment, No Interest
until Jan of 1997. Or low
7.9% interest on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors. Lambs Small Engine,
Industrial Rd_ 753-2925.
PIANO- Baldwin console,
cherry, very nice, $1100
Treadmill- TM Pacer 3000,
variable speed and rowing
machine, both $200. Celli
759-1704
QUEENSIZE hide-a-bed,
$150. New rockers, $65ea.
Recliners, $85. Couch &
chairs, $120. Brass bed
ends, $10. 437-4465.
RIDING mowers, push
mowers, tigers. 753-8292.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
SHARP 7200 plain paper
copier, reduces/ enlarges,
$800. 753-6069 leave
message.
WEIDER weight set, bench
and squat rack with dumb
bells, tricep and curl bars,
$150. Bunk beds with mattresses $75. Sears Cadiofit
Plus bought new Jan 96,
$150. 10 gal fish aquarium,
filter, plants & rocks, $15.
492-8769.
YOU can own MSU History!! Big Al's Big 10-Gallon
Black Cowboy Hat is for
sale. Alterations made to
hat by MSU Volleyball star
Stephanie Diebold. Also for
sale . Dot Matrix printer,
paper & cable. Call Big Al,
753-8792.

TABLE with 6 chairs and a LIFESTYLE 1000 treadmill.
china cabinet with cutglass Cardio pull machine. Both
front_ All are white with new, paid $1150, asking
butcher block top $600 759-9247.
753-0895
SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839

170
VIICUUIR
CINAS411

THERMAX
753-8679

210

vacuum
Rrewood
A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

14FT Krause disk, 4 row
cultivator 502-753-7845.

Musical

BALDWIN Electronic
Grand Piano, MIDI capHem
able. Full size keyboard.
Equipmont
Never needs tuning, excel6018 INGERSOLL small lent condition, $1000.
Backhbe & trailer. '68 Inter- 753-5778.
national dump truck. 5004b
FENDER Twin Reverb
Sandblaster. 753-8101 amp. 1974 model, $450.
please leave message.
7pm,
after
Call
901-232-8391.
200
Spode
240
Equipment
litisceilan•ous
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
ANTIQUE Urns, antique
HANDGUNS, Rifles, Shot- coffee grinder, antique
guns, Quakty Leather Hol- baby stroller. Large bird
sters, Arnmos & Access cage, drawing desk, dog
BHB Firearms. 436-2980 house/dog loo(Barney). LL
Bean dog pillow, exercise
HONDA 200 AN, good bike. 753-8607
condition, $500 firm. PSE4
Stature II crossbow, like FREE Pregnancy Tests.
new, $300-Triii. 76V112271:1101)
0use. 753-0700.

s

1

HALEY'S
Ugt9Duck
LTA' Rental and Eales
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

'Sc
Appliances
FREEZER,refrig, washer &
dryer 753-4684

EASTSIDE
119 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

160
Home
Furnishings
MATCHING couch & recliner in good condition.
Call 753-8908.
SOLID Oak entertainment
with glass & solid doors,
$160 753-6882 leave
message

Gary Crass
Owner

a

SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world -class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period.
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please
contact'
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/D/V

V

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation. These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work.schedules. Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 dais off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $6 20 and tops off at $8 84 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact

Murray. Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/D/V

1

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

270

270

Mobile
Home* For Sale

Illecaaneous

IF you're renting or have
ever thought about buying
a new home now is the
BEST time You can get the
270
BEST financing at the
lAoblie
BEST 1996 closeout
Homes For Sale
prices Shop now while the
1980, 14x80 3BR, 2 baths selection on 96 models is
still goodl BEST HOME
$7,995 437-4465
CENTER, Hwy 641 South,
3BR, 2 bath, cent h/a, Pans. TN 901 644 7155
treated wood deck & steps
16x80 Like new Fleet
wood Could arrange fl LAKELAND Quality
nanang to qualified buyer Homes, US Hwy 641 N.
Call 759-4117
Benton, KY 42025 Ph
502-527-5253 Close Out
GATEWAY Mobile Homes,
381 U S.Hwy 68 East, Ben on 1996 models with central air & skirting Southton,
KY
42025
ridge 16x72, 2 bedroom. 2
502-527-1427 Burned out
cabinets, blue
from shopping for a 'Cool bath white
dear7 Check out the sav- decor, luxury bath for only
ings on these 1996 model $23,900 Southridge
16x80, 3 bedroom, 2 baths,
'Close-outs
New, 1996
white cabinets, slanted
Clayton, 16x80, with luxury
kitchen, dishwasher, patio
bath, skylight, wood cadoor with green decor for
binets, central air, & underpinning Priced for only $25,900 Southridge
16x80, 3 bedrooms, 2
$24,900 We have two (2)
baths, island kitchen,
to choose from 1996 Claycherry cabinets, diston, 16x80, with standard
hwasher, & luxury bath only
bath, white wood cabinets,
$24,900
and green carpet for Just
$23,900 Includes central
air and underpinning 1996
NORTHGATE Mobile
Southern Life/Style, 16x80,
Homes, 88 Main St, Benwith step up kitchen, patio
ton, KY 42025 Ph
door, luxury Path and ply502-527-1362 Close-Out
wood floor We save Three
on all 96 Models 1996
(3)in berry, blue and green.
Belmont, 16x80: 2 bedA real favorite of most and
room. 2 bath with entertain
priced with central air and
ment center, upgrade carunderpinning Yours for
pet and glamour bath with
only $27,500.
central air & skirting only
$25.900 1996 Belmont,
16x70, 2 bedroom, front
kitchen, with central air and
skirting for only $22,900
1996 Belmont, 16x80, 4
bedroom, 2 bath, blue carpet, central air and skirting,
close out price of $24,900

er 6,

sale.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

onic
cagioard.

itique
.tique
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,dog
y). LL
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FEMALE looking for a
roommate to share 2br/ 2ba
mobile home for Fall
Semester $150/mo +
utilities Must like cats
759-4754, leave message
285

SS
ft

,
iff

;e

DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utilities 753-1266

Wide selection of quality manufactured homes to fit your family's needs
and budget. No credit or credit problems??? Perhaps we can help! Call or
sae Sue or Barbara.

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536

Best Home Center

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

Camden, TN

WAREHOUSE, 3000sq ft.
177 blocks off Courtsquare
in Murray Ky at 602-B,
Maple St Call 753-8964

901-584-2009

2BR; central h/a, washer,
dryer & dishwasher Water,
trash pickup and lawn care
provided 11 Miles from
Murray, $385/mo plus deposit. 762-4483, 8-4 or
345-2748 after 5pm.
2BR duplex 720 Sycamore $215 plus deposit
492-8225
28R, nice Duplex, available
now, central h/a Coleman
RE 753-9898

2BR trailer, no pets.
753-9866

650 SQ FT near Courtsquare at 500 Maple St in
Murray Call 753-8964

901-584-2009

2BR, central h/a, 1909A
Westwood Dr, $350 plus
deposit No pets, lease
753-8002 after 5

2BR near Kirksey Wooded
lot with creek, newly remodeled No pets, central
hie, w/c1 $275/mo plus deposit 489-2534, before
9pm

625SQ ft zoned B-2 113S
13th St 753-6001

Camden, TN

2BR Apt, 3 blocks from
University 1 Year lease 1
month deposit No pets.
$385/mo 753-6001

12x43 IN New Concord,
$125/mo 436-2427

Shop and Compare
Many To Choose From.

•

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

Mobile
Homes For Rent

NEAR Hazel Includes
trash
water, lawn
$100/mo 492-8488

Best Home Center

1BR, low utilities, no pets
Relerence and deposit required. $ 225/mo
753-3949

•

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

Closeout Sale
On All 1996 Models

1BR, duplex w/gas heat
Rent' deposit, $275 412N
5th St 759-4696

SUMMER SALE!!! Large
selection of used homes
Late and older models
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc
Hwy 79 E , Pairs, TN
1-800-642-4891

000.
iverb
6450.
pm,

1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
available now Coleman
RE, 753-9898

STEP into the Sunshine
with this large 32x56 3
bedroom/ 3 bath home
1996 Closeout! $45,900 including air Beautiful homegreat price! Easy financing
Call or come by Best Home
Center Hwy 641 S, Paris
TN 901-644-7155

2 OR 3BR gas or electric,
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209

Apartments
For Rent

HAZEL Apts has available
2br apt. Must be 62, handicapped, or disabled. Rent
based on income. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
TDDa1-800-247-2510,
527-8574 or 492-8721.

University Heights
Apartments is now
applicaaccepting
tions for 1 & 2 bedroom rental assisted
apartments opening
soon. These are for
families
disabled,
handicapped, senior
citizens, wheelchair
accessible. For more
Information call
502-726-1459
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

You Can Advertise Here For

mow $6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

753-1916

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy' Ref4ence)
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
'Formal Wear
il_abv-AVg
Jvti
e,
an Limousine

CAMP

Figiaagia
Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
* Rentals begin at $29.99
* Area's largest & only In Stock Formal 'Wear.
* Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and ?McPherson.
* Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
Court Square West
304 Main Street
Paris, TN 38242
Murray, KY 42071
(901)642-5300
(502) 753-1300
Weddin:s, Proms and Banquets

7 Days Per Week

PSYCHIC READINGS
* by Mrs. Anne *
Tells Pest, Present and Future Advice On
All Affairs Of Life.
Palm & Tarsi Card Reading Also Available
208 S. 12th • Murray • 767-0508

David's Cleaning Services
-Coanorc•
Vinyl SON • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick Driveways
• Parking Lots • All Erienor Caning • Acid Cieanng Available
David Borders
Orions
Insured
(5021759-4734
Completery Motoie
Cellular (502)853-1108

Ed's Wheel Alignment
kl ACGIOINIFNI

Alignment & Compkte Brake Service,
Struts and Shocks etc.

301 Otive St.
Murray, KY 42071

Mon-Fri.
7:00-4:00

Salmon Jones, Owner
(502) 753-1351

ECONCIMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
"Your Saone For Metal Radios & Siding"
Doors, Windows, Door Tracking & Trolleys, and
Insualtion for Metal Buildings
Butterworth Rd. (Hwy 299) Office (502) 489-2722
Murray, KY 42071
Homes: (502) 489-2724

KTN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet •
Upholstery
1 (800) 642.7740
Dial the 800 number first. Wen you
hese* worded message enter the
JIM CaY101
•
Access Code 85.
Ronrue England

INSURANCE

Roberts
Realty
Terry Walter - Broker/Owner
BUS.: (502)

1-800-455-1651

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles
that Medicare
does not pay. 5736 on Part A; S100 on
Part B. Call me
for more information.
FREE

HELP

IN

CLAIM

753-7890

FILING

FOR

MY

753-1651

414

S.

12th

Murray, KY

Street

Jean Bird
Bonnie Chambers
Carolyn Hicks

753-6952

CLIENTS

GREAT room with 10' ceilings, formal dining with
drivel walls, island in
kitchen with two sinks
Hardwood floors, split bedroom arrangement,
screened porch backdrop
of trees 3br, 2ba Call Century 21. 753-1492
IMMACULATE 3tx, 2 bath
ranch setting on one acre
in the North school district
clearly reflects owner's
pncie Zfficient step-saver
kitchen oak cabinetry
throughout, dining room
attached garage circle
drive, nicely landscaped
and maintenance free exterior All this and only
$87,500 Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for your
personal tour today
MLS*3000519
REDUCED $5,000 4BR,
2+ baths 2 acres, Country
farmhouse 3000sq ft New
heat pump/ ac. $93,500
Owner/ Agent 489-2207

Motorcycles

2BR, appliances furnished
w/washer,
& dryer, lyr lease
& references required
Newly redecorated, no
pets 1415 Vine, $425/mo
753-0932, 753-5898

365
For Sale
Or LOU*
TOBACCO barn sell or
rent, 32x52 489-2116
leave message

6M0 Filly,
Arab ,
Quarter, $600 382-2637
ARABIAN horse. also Barzona bull 492-8723
PONIES- Gentle, good
color and size selection
Delivery available Ph
753-2493

IL

Pets
Supplies

AKC Cocker Spaniel pups
black & white, $100
767-0785
AKC Puppies. shots &
wormed Bichon Frise,
$175, Schipperke, $80
382-2831
BOXER puppies. AKC Registered Cute, adorable,
lovable 2 Very rare black
females, 1 Fawn male, 1
Fawn female Great w/kids
Wormed, tails & dewclaws
clipped Looking for a family to protect & love
901-243-7270
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
MIXED Beagle/ Fest puppies Will make great squirrel & rabbit hunting dogs
$40/ea Call 436-2507 after
5pm
WELL bred AKC Reg Beagle puppies. 5wks old
Black & tan, gray, blonde &
white For information
753-2605 after 5

42071

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squao

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

SOOTHING lake view.
waterfront 3br, 2ba plus
gameroom First time offered at this price,
$139,921 753-1492, ask
for James

1BR, 1 bath stove & re
rigerator furnished
electric heat, $325/mo, 6
months lease, 1mo deposit
No pets Call 753-2905,
753-7536

430
Anna Requarth
Joan Walter
Bob Rodgers

KENTUCKY lake lot &
1020sq ft mobile home
Furnished, $12,500 or un
furnished, $10,500
474-6627

Reel
Estate
ACREAGE available north
of Murray Ten acres ml
located on paved road
Survey provided Call Century 21 753-1492 Ask for
Brenda
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

1 MILE FROM MURRAY
87, Acres, commercial or
residential on Hwy 94E &
Knight Rd, city water
Purchase all or choose lot
size. Priced to sell
753-3734 or 759-4851 before 5pm
2 LOTS with 24x30' garage. & electric service, located in Preston Heights,
500 feet from city limits. All
underground city utilities,
$24.900. 753-2339.
3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights. 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753-2339
SOUTHWEST Villa Subdivision, ready to build
753-3167

ACREAGE for sale 1-A to
275-A Owner financing
502-759-4713, 9am 5pm

460
Homes
For Soie

1984 HONDA Goldwing
1200, am/fm cassette. CB
radio, 2 helmets with microphones, 37xxx miles,
dressed. $4800 753-4213
ask for ,Dwight
1994 HONDA XR 650, dual
purpose 4xxx miles,
$3800 753-8061
'82 YAMAHA 750cc $900
492-8475

1980 MAZDA RX-7 $1200
762-0009

3BR, 1 bath house on large
shady lot located on 121
So Appliances included
Call after 5pm, 753-7232
3BR. 2ba, 2 car garage,
171 story located approx
4V, miles west of Murray
off Hwy 94 Approx 1550sq
ft living, large front porch,
extra lot, beautifully landscaped. City water, gas,
cable, $92,000. Serious inquiries only. 753-5147.
3BR, 3 bath brick in town,
2340sq ft, 16x16 deck,
5x44 back porch 1616
Block storage building,
$74,500 Call 753-8723 after 3pm for appointment
3 OR 4BR, 3 bath house ir
Lynn Grove area Call
435-4318
4 OR 58R, 2 bath brick
home, 1 35 acre lot on Doran Road, $139,000
753-4547 or 753-2833
BEAUTIFUL new construction, 14 miles north of
Murray in estabkshed subdivision 3br, 2 latiths, large
front porch & rear deck,
attached garage City gas &
water, Oak cabinetry, large
kitchen & dining room and
lots of closet space
436-5362, 436-5437 or
759-4567.
COLONIAL charm on
beautiful Olive Blvd near
MSU campus Spacious
brick home featuring 5br. 4
baths & over 3300sq ft of
Irving area Priced reduced
by $10,000 For more information contact Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 MLSO
3000667
CUSTOM built home Martin Heights 3tir, 27, baths
All amenities to make Irving
and entertaining easy Call
753 3903 for appointment
FOR SALE Newly vinyl
sided 3br, 1 bath home in
country on
to 2 acre lot
Great first time home opportunity New deck, large
11Mog room, kitchen, utility
room & outbuildings 3
Miles east of Dexter Call
753 6695, 8am-3pm
437-4549, 3pm-9pm
$40,000

Campers

1992 FORD Aerostat Mus
sell, outstanding condition
753-0717
1993 DODGE Caravan SE.
48xxx miles, exceptionally
dean, excellent mechanical Fully loaded, dark tint
After market add- ons ask
mg $12.950 436-2669 at
tar 5pm

MUST sell!'94 Ford Aerostar XL, pid, ptw, warranty to
75xxx miles, $10,800 obo
759-1429, 492-8899

$4500

'87 CHEVROLET Celebrity, 1 owner, V6 Automatic, cruise, gray, 4dr,
141xxx. Oil changed every
4,000 miles, a/c, $1500.
436-5404.
CONVERTIBLE, 1985
Dodge 600 great condition
motor & body, new top
Priced to sell Call
753-1790 or 753-9417
JAQUAR XJ6, 1986. excellent condition Pretty car,
runs great, $7800
753-8016

1985 CHEVY Blazer two
tone blue & gray, loaded
Good condition 762-1695.
8am 4pm

'91 JEEP Wrangler, good
condition, new motor Call
436,2207- '94 DODGE SLT Ram
753-8101 please leave
message
'95 CHEVY ZR2 PACKAG E,(full size truck frame
& running gear. Limited
Edition) Ext cab black,
4x4, 21xxx miles Good
condition $17,800 Call
759-5661 after 6pm or
leave message

-mee•

1991 GLASSTREAM 19ft,
4 3 liter Mercruiser Call
after 5pm 753-4879

liaY

CELEBRITY Boats
18 31 most m stock now
and available with early
season discounts at BEAR
CREEK BOAT WERKS
800-354-9501
PONTOON BOATS 11995 remains at dealers
cost 24FT, 96's also in
stock BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS
800-354-9501
TIGERSHARK personal
watercraft limited 1995s
available at huge discounts BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS
800-354-9501

Services
Colima
•

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping. mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1400-548-5262.

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS!r;

"If1=77:7::Th
The Classifieds

Prestige Homes
Building quality homes at an affordable price. Free floor plan consulting and building estimates.
We make a difference by being different!
Call today and see why your home should
be buift with PRESTIGE!!

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

Real Estate & Shop Tools
AUCTION
Friday, July 19th • 10:00 a.m.
On Hwy. 121 South of Murray, Ky. just outside city limits.
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Moore, Owners

•
•
•

444

NOS

Iiimayairn
Real Estate sells at 12 noon.
Real Estate will be sold in 2 tracts and then combined.
Terms on Real Estate: 10% down day of sale - balance in 30 days
with passing of deed.
This auction held jointly with Wilson Real Estate.

Wayne Wilson, broker 753-5086
Dan Miller, auctioneer 435-4144
REAL ESTATE
Commercial Building #1 - 40x130, block construction, natural
gas, 7 garage doors with commercial openers, 4 entrance doors, 1
office with air conditioning, 2 baths with hot water, three phase and
single phase power,built in intercom system,3x6 lighted sign and 3x6
lighted marquee. Lot consists of .76 acres in Calloway County.
Commercial Building 02-40x60,block construction, natural gas,
central heat and air,2 garage doors in rear, 1 entrance door,2 offices,
1 bath with hot water. Lot consists of .55 acres located in Calloway
County.
EQUIPMENT

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333
Serriee Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

•

Ns.:%•••!.

17F T Bass boat trailer 115
Mercury motor, 2 depth finders. 3sp trolling motor. 2
batteries
$2.000
474-8189

1996 DONZI 275 LXC
1986 CHEVY S-10 pickup (29'3'
overall) midberth
*/bedliner, 38xxx miles,
cruisers, loaded 20K in op$3O 753-6147
tions Reg $59,990 Now
1986 FORD Ranger, 649.990 BEAR CREEK
4-wheel dr , ext cab 30xxx BOAT
WERKS
actual miles on motor Very 800-354-9601
good mechanical condition
25FT Crest III pontoon
$4000 obo 759-9988
boat 1995 Complete w/
1986 NISSAN SE pickup, covers sink fresh water,
V6, loaded good condition depth finder, docking lights,
Datsun, Nissan, Volks.wa-, 95tip Mercury motor
gon, & Toyota parts Bought new, 1 owner,
502-474-0116
apprx 10hrs time on boat
Like neW Asking $11,850
1989 CHEVY 4x4, red, new
Call
75 3 8 1 8 1
tires, runs good, $7800
8am 4 30pm
437-4436
'96 KAWASAKI 750 Jet ski
1989 FORD Ranger, 38xxx
Includes trailer, cover and
actual miles, $4500 Allen
life )acket Less than 15
Alford, 436-2673
hours rode time $6000 or
1989 MAZDA 82200, ext best offer Call 753-9864 or
cab 62xxx miles, extra 395-5032 Ask for Jeff or
leave a message
dean, $5800 753-0913

---st
iPt77
77.=

••,.‘7

30FT krstream camper,
$3500 Will trade for used
pickup or van
Call
489 6078

1985 SEARAY, 270 Sundancer. $30,000 753-9562
or 753-4301

1990 CADILLAC DeViIle 19 CHEVY &avocado ext
white, locally owned,excel- cab. 753-4633 leave
message
lent condition 753-4097

'84 Z 28 HO 89
901-247-5567

1991 PROWLER 5th wheel
w/kving room slide out All
tie extras Excellent cond.
at Murray Bait, 94E, 1'A
miles $12,900 759-1987
or 436-2065

1994 FORD Aerostar XLT,
38xxx miles Ext warranty
up to 60xxx miles Triple A
condition 474-8537

REDUCED 1982 LIN- 1990 CHEVY Ext cab,
COLN Town Car, sunroof, Silvered°, white, swb. 350
good condition
Day at, loaded, excellent condi753-9181 night 753-8594 tion Must sell, $10,500
753-6885
1984 THUNDERBIRD, 1
owner, 66xxx miles, Out- '79 JEEP Cherokee 4x4,
standing and original condi- 360 motor, automatic, air,
tion, $3500 753-3704, runs good $1200 Good
1601 Loch Lomond. Will hunting vehicle 753-6870
guarantee.
'86 CUSTOM Deluxe
1989 FORD Taurus wagon, Chevy pickup, long bed, 2
$3,000 obo 507S 6th St tanks, no rust, air, $1200
753-8117 after 6pm.
753-6147

2BR 1 bath vinyl home in
town, city utilities, centre
1992 CHEVY Corsica,
gas heat Asking $45,900
68xxx miles, white w/red
753-6812 after 5 30
excetier-ir condi-Tfri
2BR home, approx 4 miles bon 753-1064
from town on 1 3 acres
-1994 GRAND Prix SE
Recently redecorated
coupe. 44xxx miles,
Great neighborhood
$12,500 753-2519
759-9695
1986 FORD Escort, basic
2 STORY bock, 4br, 27,
transportation, $700 Call
bath Quality construction
435-4577
$194,000 obo 759-2571
435-4040 435-4013
'68 CHEVELLE Malibu re2YR Old home Open plan, storers dream Garage
cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2 kept, 301 at, all original
bath, front porch, quality Over $1000 spent on new
original interior, $4000 obo
construction Ph 759-2571
901-243-7270
3 BR, 1 Bath 506 Vine St
CUTE $59,000 753-8734
or 559-4570

510
Vows

470

A

MURRAY 753-9224

Lake
Property

Equal Housing Opportunty

Livestock
& Supplies

hee.

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

435

For hearing impaired
only call
1-800-247-2510.

370

DIAL

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
WHY wonder about selling
your Real Estate at auc
tion7 Call Wilson Real Estate at 753 5086

2BR brick, carport, stove,
refrigerator & freezer furnHILLDALE Apts now taking ished Full basement w/
applications for 1,2, & 3br washer, dryer hookup,
apts. Handicap accessible fenced backyard, Small pet
Apply at Hilldale Apts office may be allowed. 2 Blocks
Monday-Friday, 730-3.30 from University, $500 per
Equal Housing Opportun- month 753-4199
ity. 437-4113. TDD
3BR 2 bath,9 miles west of
1-800-545-1833 X287.
Murray. $550/mo rent &
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- deposit References reland Westly Village, lbr quired No pets 489-2296
apartment, utilities in3BR, 2 bath, central gas
cluded, rent based on inheat & air in town, $500/rno
come. 62 & older, or handiplus deposit & references
cap & disabled Equal
489-2414, 489-2364
Housing Opportunity.
3BR nice home located
502-354-8888
Poor Farm & Airport Rd
753-5209
MUR-CAL Apartments now 3BR w/basement
accepting applications for 753-0076
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Phone 759-4984 Equal 4BR, 2 bath, good neighHousing Opportunity
borhood. Deposit required
No pets. 753-2967. AvailMURRAY Manor Apart-aAug
ments now accepting applications for 1-2br apart- 4BR house, appliances
ments. Apply in person furnished, gas heat 603
1 - 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri, Sycamore St 759-4696
1409 Duigiud Dr.
SMALL country cottage out
NOW taking applications in county for rent or lease
for Section 8 low rent hous- 474-8056
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon No
phone calls please. Equal
CREEKVIEW Self storage
Housing Opportunity
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

Dial-A-Service

495
Homes
For Saie

1 2 3BD apes Furnished, VERY nice 1br, hardwood
very nice near MSU No floors Close to University
pets
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 Some utilities paid Call
days 753 0606 after 5pm
753-8756

SAVE!! Close out on all
1996 model homes! Quality
built homes at Hugh Say
ings Dinkins Mobile
Homes. Inc Hwy 79 E.
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891

28R on nice private lot, 7
miles East of Murray Call
Linzy Beane, 436-2582

460

320
Ainirtments
For Rent

Homes For Sale

RAINBOW Vacuums New
rebuilt, repossessed Call
759 2454 or 759 2553

Imill
Both
king

32°
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BEST COPY AVM]
•

10

sin

530

530

Unice'
Offered

Undone
Meted

Sink's
Offered

A 1 Tree professionals BOB'S Plumbing Service
Stump removal tree spray- All work guaranteed Free
ing, serving Murray. Cello- estimates 753-1134
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044 BUSHHOGGING, finish
mowing & trimming garden
or 492-8737
and yard tilling 492-8530
A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
Grader
hauling, tree trimming. BUSHHOGGING,
(driveways,
Free Estimates. Mark blade work
yards etc) Yard mowing &
Lamb
436-5791.
trimming Free estimates
436-2528.
'
Call Gary 753-0912
AFFORDABLE quality serCARPET
Cleaning Special
vice. you'll be, proud of.
size
Building, remodeling, vinyl $25 00 a Standard
Free Scotchguarding
Siding, roofing, decks, por- room
Deodorizing
ches, fences and repairs. and
Specializing in custom 436-2654
woodwork Free Estimates CARPORTS for cars and
759-4441
trucks Special sizes for
ALL around hauling, junk motor home. boats, RVs
clean up, cleaning out and etc Excellent protecsheds. gutters. tree work. tion. high quality, excellent
Free estimates Joe Lamb. value Roy Hill 759-4664
436-2867
CLEANING- yards, barns,
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., sheds, attics, garages
foundations, slabs, sidew- Hauling. Free estimates.
alks, dnveways, buildings, Luke Lamb, 436-5950.
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214
CONCRETE Finishing
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- 382-2310, 382-2637
niture repair & custom COUNTERTOPS, custom.
woodworking. 753-8056.
Homes, trailers, offices
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Wulff's Recovery, Murray
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 436-5560
Whirlpool 30+ years, ex- CUSTOM BUILT wooden
p e r ien ce. BOBBY decks & fencing. Excellent
HOPPER, 436-5848.
workmanship. Affordable
EPAIRS
APPLIANCE
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 153-2455.

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning- vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid - cleaning
E3ACKHOE Service - ROY available, David Borders,
HILL Septic system,drive- Insured, Completely Moways. hauling, foundations, bile. Phone 502-759-4734
etc_ 759-4664
Cellular 502-853-1108

Chiality Work at Reasonable Pnces

L

-1,

D,a

11.

Painting Contractors
11‘.
* --No job too large or too small-- I
Residential. Sandblasting
Commercial Spray paining
industnal
Pressure Wasting

1-800-636-5262

Licensed & Insured
Minor Sheetrock Repair
Mildew Sng

FREE ESTIMATES

PIN IP
i Vnhasmogik.
.e,'OI COCA.40 MOVVC

HERNDON'S HEATING & COOLING
We Service All Makes & Models
Call 436-6066
Heating & Air Conditioning
Gas Piping • New. Systems & Change-Outs
Serving Murray & Calloway Co.
r• silly Licensed & Insured • 10 Years Experience

_Joel Herndon
498-8980

4125 Mill Creek Road
Crossland

,
ATTENTION

iP
Cooksey's Plumbing
I

Contractor or Home Builders

Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667 I
II NNE
I

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
.• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops
502-759-9672
N 4.,1
iNtzt ;‘,k 1-us,ter Muter/ • NC
,
IAY
A DL. O', OF SOVIIITRN WAIT. SYSTEMS, INC

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-aet36-5744
IL-IS00-548-5.262
LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trimming

Free Estimates
24 Hr SerOce
("Amer Cleaning &
44ukh Hauling
Landscsixng
!iedge rrnriming
rre Sprapeq

Tree Removal

Owned & OPerated Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
BY
Light Hauling, Etc.
TN LAMB
Full Line of
Equipment

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
•

Duncan's Framing
Unlimited
Quality Residential
Framing
Tom Duncan
1-502-435-4280
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
FOUR Star Mobile Home
parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey 492-8488
HANDYWORKiodd jobs
wanted No job too small
Just give us a call
759-1184

MOOSE LODGE photo

MURRAY MOOSE LODGE Pool Team placed second in the Moose International Pool Tournament at Aurora, Ill., June 19-22. Teams came from
is far away as California, Florida, Massachusetts, Virginia, Michigan,
Delaware and Toronto, Canada. The team dedicated Its second place
finish to Cecil Goff, a player of their team who died May 23, 1996. Pictured, from left, are Brad Hutchens, Shane Phillips, Michael Schroeder
and Richard Eldridge.

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica. All
colors, tree estimates
Wulff's Recovery. Murray,
KY, 436-5560.
LAMB Bros Home Exteriors.- Vinyl siding, replacement windoWs, roofing &
gutter repair. Reliable, fast
service. Licensed & Insured. Free Estimates.
436-5950.

Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

•

Milk •
75"tb040
(27•
• ANO...
4
.
1
0
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13; Diving, 14; Fencing 13; Golf,
88; Horseshoes, 20; Power Tumbling, 115; Racquetball, 85; Shooting, 126; Table Tennis, 70; and
Wrestling, 45.
Last year more than 19,000 Kentuckians from 112 counties competed in the Games. Ages ranged
from two to 85. The Bluegrass State
Games ranks among the top 10 in
the state games nationwide in terms
of participation.
This year over 63 sites in seven
counties will be used for the Games.
Entry books are available
throughout the state at SuperAmericas, many sporting good stores,
libraries, parks and recreation departments or by calling 1-800-722BGSG (2474).
Registrants thus far from Calloway County include:
Tommy Futrell, Basketball; Michael Moode, Martial Arts; Roger
Jett, Table Tennis; James Schempp,
Tennis; and Marissa Pace, Track/
Field.

Poster promotes ALC

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. 25yre Experience.
Free estimates. 753-5827
LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. House, mobile homes, brick & vinyl
Buildings, RV's, sidewalks.
Free estimates. 753-6490.
UCENSED4or electric and
gas 753-7203

NEED a Carpenter? Call
753-2627. Will do all types
of work. Specialize in flooring, decks, porches, handrails, garages, other odd
lobs
'PAINTING, interior, exterior. Roofing, home repairs.
Free estimates. 436-5032,
anytime,
PLUMBING Repair. All
types plumbing repair.
i•ieasonable rates,
502-437-4545

The Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys and Girls Ranch Is continuing with great
success for the summer of 1996 with many children from throughout
Kentucky enjoying the summer camp program,free of charge to them.Stoess
said he would like to thank Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott and Deputy
Joe Hutson for making It possible for Calloway County children to attend
camp. Children from Calloway County attending camp are: Charlotte C.avItt;
Leanne Craig; Marchella Cavitt; Stephanl Craig; Ashley Hannon; Brittany
Henderson; Crystal Bumahm and Courtney Williams. Also pictured is Sheriff
Stan Scott, counselor Heather Adkins and Deputy Joe Hutson.

Good community relations is
easily recognized by the support
shown to Murray State University
throughout the year by area businesses.
An example of this assistance
was evident recently by the Adult
Learning Center (ALC). Peoples
First of Calloway County, Peoples
Bank, Wal-Mart and Hopkinsville
Federal Savings Bank answered a
call from the Center and provided
funds for a recent recruitment drive.
Judy Crofton', instructor of Adult
Basic Education and English as a
Second Language, said that ALC
staff members were looking at several new ways to promote their
services. She said three local financial institutions, along with WalMart, funded a poster project to
distribute throughout the Murray

1

1

1
1

area.
Titled "Taking the Steps Toward
a Brighter Today," the posters describe what the Center offers and
what patrons can expect from a
visit. Crofton said she is pleased
with the fmished product, which
was laminated to last,and hopes that
they will be noticed and encourage
people in the area to turn to the
Adult Learning Center for services
that might assist them with educational or career goals.
Located in room 206 of Stewart
Stadium, the ALC is sponsored by
the Workforce Development Cabinet, Kentucky Office of Adult
Education and literacy and the Continuing Education Academic Outreach Center at Murray State University. For more information call
(502) 762-6971.

t
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Residents assess Bertha damage
SURF CITY, N.C. (AP) Residents returned home to find
sand dunes in the street and
waterlogged belongings after
_Hurricane Bertha battered the
Carolina coast. Damage estimates
shot into the tens of millions.
More than 4,000 residents of
Topsail Island, part of North Carolina's Outer Banks, were allowed to return to their evacuated
homes Sunday, but vacationers
were being steered away.

Some residents were kept waiting on the single road to the
island. Officials said there were
still some loose electrical lines
and that sewage pumps were
clogged with sand.
"I've been here since yesterday," Bobby Harrelson of
Greensboro said Sunday as he
waited to get to his vacation
home. He said he had slept in his
van with his wife and two
children.

By Saturday, asse
/ssment teams
in several southeastern counties
PLUMBING repairs, fast
had tallied close to $60 million in
service 436-5255.
damage estimates, including $40
ROOFING and painting, inmillion in coastal Onslow Counterior, exterior, etc. 25yrs
ty. Tourism officials estimated a
experience. 10% Discount/
loss of $24 million to businesses
Senior Citizens Mowing &
over the weekend.
Yard Maintenance,
474-0107
Property damage in Topsail
Beach was $2 million, including
R & R ELECTRIC Mobile
major damage to 40 residential
home hookup, new construction. rewiring, trouble
units, Town Manager Eric Petershooing & repairs_ Free
son said. The island's southern
estimates, fast service. Call
end was under more than a foot
anytime_
Murray,
of water at one point during the
762-0001;
HOROSCOPES
storm.
•
SEAMLESS gutters inTowering
drifts
of sand covstalled, residential or com- TUESDAY,it LI 16,1996
ered the streets of Surf City. The
/ •
mercial, Servall Gutter Co.
(For your personalized daily kane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
town's two major piers had .par7
753-6433
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99 - tially collapsed, leaving broken
SUREWAY Tree & Stump cents a minute.)
pilings jutting from the surface of
Removal Insured with full
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): the water.
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night, NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE,-.• Keep a level head in business and
"Removing the sand and
The sweet sounds of romance will financial matters. Pinning your
753-5484
debris is the largest job we
he heard in late summer and early hopes on nebulous promises would
THE Gutter Co Seamless
have," Peterson said.
fall.
l'hanging jobs in September be a mistake. A romantic relation- aluminum gutters, variety
It will be several days before
of colors Licensed, in- \Ain brine nekk responsibilities and ship may have' too many strings
visitors
can get to the island.
rev, arc's
ou vi ill have to work
sured Estimate available
attached.
Graham
Hood returned to find
your saay to the top just like every759-4690
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do
his
one
condominium's
first floor
else.
Be
nice
to
the
people
you
not
let
a
negative
mood
affect
a
WALLPAPER Hanging_
covered in sand and water.
Quality workmanship, 25 meet on ilk- way up! If planning to friendly relationship. Try to stay in
"We're going to have to
years experience, FREE wed. it might he smart to sign a the background until tempers
improve. This will not be easy. but
EstimateS. James McFar- prenuptial contrail. New friends and
replace the carpet downstairs, but
lane 759-9750
an extended tamily will add to our you cannot have everything exactly
that's about it," Hood said.
happiness once 1997 gels tindery ay. the way you want it.
"We've been here 18 years and
CONCRETE
Remain true to your ideals.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
this is the first major storm we've
CELEBRITIES.BORN ON Someone's track record could be
REPAIR
had."
Dr•ckii Sodded ReemoreNvey
THIS DA': dancer Ginger Rogers. disappointing. Get down to busiHarold Tassel said his house
10 Was Wwirety
foothall. player Baray Sanders. ness. Emphasize replacing bad Driveewsys, Walksisys
weathered
the storm just fine,
actress Phoebe Cates. singer Ruben habits with good ones! You will
Palos 11. Perking Lots
although his driveway was covBlades
have
to
settle
your
differences
with
Expansion Jeanie Installed
ered with sand.
ARIES (Mardi 21 -April 191: a family member before getting on
1-800-700-9464
"The picture-s weren't even
Spci.ialuied knoviledge,Will serve
with your plans.
Free Estimates you well if you take a leadership
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. crooked," he said.
References
Richard Erickson, a spokesman
position....Eargive and forget your 21): If you feel pulled in two direcfor USAA Insurance Co., which
mate's mistakes. Remember why tions. try to steer a middle course.
11•( til 'TYLI
rci"
you initially got together!
has about 45,000 policyholders in
Be careful not to irritate friends who
TAURCS (April 20-May 20):' A are eager to help you. A partner's
coastal North Carolina, said SunServing Wasisrn Kantucky
powerful relationship is working in financial aims- could conflict with
our
or. A partner introduces you your own.
WALTER'S Contracting,
To Subscribe
to
new
contacts
and opportunities. A
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Gerald Waiters, owner.
cherished
flumes
coal
within reach.
191: Decisions that are made jointly
To The
Vinyl siding, painting,
GEMINI iMa v 2I -June 20): today. will prove beneficial for both
decks, additions roofing,
Ledger & Times
Your rapprirt 101 relatives grows parties. A raise or bonus is in the
20yrs experience free estimates 753-2592
stronger now. However. a desire for works. Keep peace at home by
Call 753-1916
being diplomatic.
WELDING Portable, change keeps you on edge. Focus on
the task at hand and you w ill he
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1H):
sickes, MiG 'hell-arc brazmore product'vs.
The rumors,you hear are all in your
ing Mild steele stainless
Hello
CANCER dune 21 -July 22): favor! -Someone at the top is
aluminum and cast iron
Stranger!
Call David at 436-5638
Finanye and romance seem to go impressed with your talents. and
Searching for some answers
hand-m=fland
Ii
d..
Put
the
finishskills.
A
relocation
to
another
city
is
WOOD VCR- repairing
to all those whoAvhatAvhere
ing touches on a money -making possible.
VCR's, camcorders.-microquestions about your now city?
waves, Mon- Fri,9-12, 1-5. project An expert shows you how
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Do
As WELCOME WAGON
Free estimates Visa/MC
Itir ideas.
not let thoughts of romance interfere
Represanative, it is my job to
accepted 753-0530
1.1,11 July 23-Aug. 22i: You
with your work. Learning neW skills
he you get over the hurdles of
ttla he able to make your work
will bode well for your career.
being a newcomer.
en% ironment more comfortable by Encourage children to live up to
By bringing you some useful
rearranging the. furniture. It pays to their potential. Stick to sate investgifts. Community info. Adivc•
keep your personal and professional ments when saving for that educaFREE male kitten, black
on reliable business in your
lite separate.
tion.
hair. healthy 753-9887
new neighborhood and more.
Classifieds
TOD WS CH(I.DREN: Although these younpters may protest that
Call...
ihest-rerentrare-tiverin rttLtive:they NCLIrtiy appreciate the'efiliCe1117,VttOffice Open
'‘y hut shy as toddlers. these Cancerians wiH be much more outgoing by the
time they finish elementary school. Bright and Multi-talented, they will get
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
their best grades in the classes they find most challenging. A .special teacher
Monday-Friday
Hosam Meter OuSind 7E13079
could play a major role in their choice of career. Good money management
Closed Saturday
Homes IrIgsborg King 49213411
skills help these thrifty. types get a lot for their dollars!

'

• Drop by and see our showroom
ace SUNBURY IR/PRAY (61Mund Bunny greed)

More than 16,185 Kentucky amateur athletes from 113 counties
already have registered to compete
in the 1996 Bluegrass State Games.
The 12th annual Games, featuring 25 different sports, will be held
July 26,27 and 28 in Lexington and
surrounding counties.
As of today, the two largest team
sports are Softball, with 366 teams
representing 5,856 players, and
Soccer, with 300 teams or 5,400
individuals. Three-on-three Basketball has 177 teams and Volleyball has 127 teams.
• Track and Field is the largest
individual sport at this point with
504 participants followed by Gymnastics with 454. Other large
individual sports are Tennis, 355
entries; Swimming with 341 participants; Martial Arts, 248; and
Equestrian, 213.
Other individual sports and entries to date are: Archery, 79;
Bowling, 129; Canoeing/Kayaking,
8; Chess,60; Croquet,48; Cycling,

1
1

LAMB Brother Home

MOODY'S mower repair.
Pickup & delivery
753-5668

Painting Contractors

7

Amateur athletes
to compete in games

Paintini and birth:7CUSTOM ' bulldozing and tractors, No job too large or
backhoe work, septic sys- small. Residentialtems, 354-8161 after 4pm, Sandblasting- Spray PaintHorace Sholar
ng. 17800-636-5262

BACK}-40E SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

!
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

9kFicolOArsok

day the company had received
more than 1,600 claim notices:
"We expected by this time to
have four times the number of
claims we've gotten," he said.
"So it looks like we dodged the
bullet."
By Sunday evening, the American Red Cross estimated that
nearly 5,800 North Carolina
homes had been damaged by the
hurricane. Of those, nearly 180
were destroyed and another 900
were uninhabitable, spokeswoman Elizabeth Quirk said.
Five Red Cross shelters
remained open Sunday evening
and Red Cross vehicles were
delivering hot meals to heavily
affected areas.
State officials planned to tour
hurricane-damaged areas today.
While most coastal residents
were spared, many farmers were
not so lucky. A team of agricultural officials were to survey the
damage today.
"We have extreme crop damage on our hands," said Cecil
Logan, emergency management
coordinator for Brunswick County. Logan estimated the coanty
lost 75 percent of its tobacco
crop and 50 percent to 60 percent
of its corn.
Tourism officials, meanwhile,
tried to return to business to prevent more losses.
"What we are trying to do is
get the word out that everything
is up and running," said Jane
Peterson, president of the Cape
Fear Coast Convention and Visitors Bureau. "People look at the
Weather Channel and CNN and
just assume the worst scenario."
Take a drive
to Lone Oak
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Ten years ago
Tammy L. Parker, Johnny
Newberry and Tina Barrow, all of
Murray, are pictured at the Murray State University Computer
Camp I, pan of the Summer
YOuth Program at MSU.
Calloway County High School
Cheerleaders winning the NCA
"Spirit Award" at a camp at Martin, Tenn., were Stacy Taylor,
Deana Farris, Nancy Marine,
Amy Pyle, Betsy Whitfield, Amy
Miller, Lee Ann Rayburn and
Stacey Woods.
Births reported include a boy
to Melissa and Steve Roach, July
10.
Betty Jo Purdom place first
and lerlene Sullivan second in
Ladies Medal Golf Tournament at
Murray Country Club.
Twenty years ago
Workmen are pictured painting
the steeple of First Christian
Church in a photograph by Staff
Photographer David Hill.
Dr. John Lindauer, since 1974
dean of College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray State
University, has been named
Chancellor of University of Alaska at Anchorage.
Greg Willoughby, 13, is pictured holding _four of the fish
caught while-fishing with. -hisuncle, Lubie Wallace, in Blood
River area of Kentucky Lake.
Births reported include a girl to
Dr. and Mrs. Bill Whitaker, May
18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Michael Burkeen, June 24; a boy.
to Mr. and Mrs. Wade Barrow,
July 5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

By The Associated Press
Wallace B. Taylor, July 6.
Today is Monday, July 15, the 197th day of 1996. There are 169
Thirty years ago
Pictured is the Bank of Murray days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
sign showing a temperature of
On July 15, 1870, Georgia became the last of the Confederate states
100 degrees in a photograph by
to be readmitted to the Union.
Staff Photographer Ed Collie.
On this date:
Joe Morton reported on his trip
to the civitan International Con-In 1606, the Dutch painter Rembrandt was born in Leiden,
vention at Jacksonville, Fla., Netherlands.
In 1916, Boeing Co., originally known as Pacific Aero Products,
Jume 26-29, at a meeting of Murwas founded in Seattle by William Boeing.
ray Civitan Club.
In 1918, the Second Battle of the Marne began during World War I.
Dr. Larry Jetton, son of Sue
In 1948, President Truman was nominated for another term of
Tuttle of Murray, has started his
three-year residency at Baylor office at the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia.
In 1964, Senator Barry M. Goldwater of Arizona was nominated for
Hospital, Houston, Texas. He has
just finished his internship at president at the Republican National Convention in San Francisco.
In 1965, U.S. scientists displayed close-up photographs of the
Vanderbilt University Hospital,
planet Mars taken by the spacecraft Mariner 4.
Nashville, Tenn.
In 1971, President Nixon announced he would visit the People's
James Walker, 17, Louisville
was winner of Kentucky Junior Republic of China to seek a "normalization of relations."
In 1975, three American astronauts blasted off aboard an Apollo
Chamber of Commerce State
Golf Tournament played lire at spaceship hours after two Soviet cosmonauts were launched aboard a
Soyuz spacecraft for a mission that included a linkup of the two ships
Murray Country Club.
in orbit.
Forty years ago
In 1976, a 36-hour kidnap ordeal began for 26 schoolchildren and
Yandal Wrather of Soil Conservation Service spoke at a their bus driver as they were abducted near Chowchilla, Calif., by
Meeting of Murray Rotary Club three gunmen and imprisoned in an underground cell. (The captives
at Murray Woman's Club House. escaped unharmed.)
In 1979, President Carter delivered a speech in which he lamented
Hazel Tarry, daughter of Mr.
what he called a "crisis of confidence'.' in America.
and Mrs. Eugene Tarry of MurIn 1985, a gaunt-looking Rock Hudson appeared at a news conferray, has accepted a position as
ence in Monterey, Calif., with actress Doris Day to promote her cable
high school teacher at Highland
television program. (It was later revealed Hudson was suffering from
Park, Ill.
AIDS.)
Murat
Recent births reported
Ten years ago: The American League beat the Nalional_League 3-2_
ray Hospital include agirl LG Mr.
and Mrs: Edward Jones, a boy to in baseball's .57th All-Star Game.
Five years ago: The leaders of the world's wealthiest democracies,
Mr. and Mrs. Billie E. Redden
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ovie the Group of Seven, opened their 17th annual economic summit in
London, plunging into debate over aid to the Soviet Union.
Ward.
One year ago: A 19-year-old sales clerk was rescued after being
presented
a
Curd
Mrs. Stafford
lesson on "Salads" at a meeting buried in the rubble of a collapsed shopping mall in Seoul, South
of Dexter Homemakers,Club held Korea, for 16 days.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Alex Karras is 61. Actor Ken Kercheval
at the home of Mrs. Jess
is 61. Ohio Governor George V. Voinovich is 60.
Weatherford.

OUR WHOLE STAFF OF
ATTORNEYS MET TO DISCUSS
YOUR CASE TODAY...

SO MUCH SO THAT WE'RE ALL
GOING TO TAKE TURNS SEEING
.2._
YOU ON VISITING DAY5

EVERYBODY IN THE FIRM WAS
DEEPLY TOUCHED BY YOUR
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CATHY
PHONE NUMBERS IN CASE
YOU HEAR ANY RUMORS
ABOUT "DOWNSIZING" THAT
COULD AFFECT AN JOB
WHILE TM GO E!

INUMBER IN CASE YOU SENSE
ANY "RESTRUCTURING" THAT
COULD IMPAGT MY SALARY
WHILE I'M &ONE r

AND E-MAIL ADORE,SS IN CASE
YOU HEAR ONE PEEP ABOUT
"CUTBACKS" WHILE I'M &ONE!

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
RNA!Solr-ioSE fiRe.
NE.-4,0 LASSES-TURN TO
¶'EL SIDE AND L:1" ME.
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GARFIEI,D
CHOCOLATE-COVERED
COFFEE BEANS

GARFIELD, I CAN'T
FIND A141 BAG OF...
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DEAR KIT: A man can wear
his hair down to his shoulders
as well as a full beard and mustache, but if it's shampooed and
trimmed regularly, he can look
like a magazine ad. Besides, you
can'tjudge a book by its cover.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I received an
engraved invitation that has me
more than a little puzzled. The invitation is to a "commitment ceremony" for two men, followed by a
reception at a swanky downtown
hotel.
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PEANUTS
014ARLIE BROWN SAYS NIS
ELBOW HURTS 50 MUCH NE MAY
NEVER BE ABLE TO PITCH AGAIN..
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DEAR ABBY: I have heard and
known I about showers for the bride
for a long time, but never have I
heard about any shower to benefit
the groom. Just recently I was surprised to receive-ailliWiia
-fidn-E)
"tool" shower for my grandson who
is engaged and will soon receive his
degree in construction management.
I thought this was a great idea.
Surely this is an idea that should be
more popular. It would benefit all
future grooms.
J.H.S. IN TEXAS

Q-7 of clubs. West took his king on
the third round and returned a low
spade to East's queen, which held.
The nine of spades return was also
ducked by declarer, who still needed
a ninth trick.
West won the spade with the king
but found himself badly placed. He
could not return a spade from the 107 into Stansby's A-8,so he shifted to
M.D.
a diamond.This helped South estab- By Peter H. Gott,
and
with
dummy's
diamonds,
lish
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a male in my
the heart ace still in dummy as an
hypertension.
entry,he had no trouble scoring nine mid-40s with borderline
was
15082.
I always
My
last
reading
tricks,losing only a club,two spades
thought it was the bottom number
'and a*diamond.
that made you have high blood presZia sure."'Wh-atcan'T do to-bring the readMatunood,grabbed the heart king at ing down, and what does my salt
The bidding:
trick One and continued with a sec- intake have to do with the condition?
East
South West North
ond heart, dislodging dummy's ace.
2 it
2 NT
Pass. 3 NT
DEAR READER: The blood presDeclarer,Chuck Burger,led thejack sure is expressed as two numbers:
Opening lead — ten of hearts.
This deal occurred in the semifi- of clubs to the queen, but West, systolic and diastolic. Systolic presnals of the 1995 Spingold Knockoud Michael Rosenberg, followed low. sure (the top number) is measured
Team ^Championship. It demon- Burger tried the ace and another when the heart contracts;'diastolic
strates dramatically how a slight club, but he was fighting a losing (the bottom number), when the heart
relaxes and fills with blood in prepara- •
difference in judgment at a critical battle.
After taking the club king, tion for the next contraction. point can radically affect the outRosenberg returned the king of The normal blood pressure for an
come of,a deal.
The auction was identical at both spades, ducked by declarer. A sec- adult should not exceed 150'90 miltables: South arrived at three ond spade was covered by the jack .limeters of mercury; probably 14080
notnunp after East opened with a and queen, ducked again by South, is safer. (A child's blood pressure
weak two bid in hearts. Both Wests and a third spade was taken by the should be much lower.)
In the past, doctors believed that the
led the heart ten and both declarers ace.
Burger could do no better than diastolic blood pressure was more
played the eight from dummy.
It was here thatthe play diverged. cash his Q-J of hearts and exit with important than the systolic: that is, a
was
At one table, Mike Passel!, East, a spade,hoping West would win and consistent diastolic elevation
heart
disstroke
and
apt
to
cause
more
elected not to take his king in order be forced to yield a diamond entry to
ease than was a high systolic pressure.
to stop declarer from scoring three dummy. But with East holding the
However, studies have shown that
heart tricks. This could have been diamond K-J,declarer had no chance,
the winning play on another layout, and he finished down two. Plus 200 both components are equally important and, when elevated, should be
but on this occasion the duck proved atthis table combined with 600 more
at the other gave Zia's team a 13- seriously addressed.
very costly.
It's not always necessary for hyperDeclarer, Lew Stansby, won the IMP pickup, and helped put them
tensive patients to take prescriptipn
ten with the queen and played the A- into the final.
drugs. Alterations in lifestyle will
often reduce high blood pressure to
normal levels.
For instance, hypertension is frequently associated with obesity, smok38 Void
ACROSS
ing, excess dietary' galt, lack of exer41 34th pres.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
cise and alcohol consumption Thus.
42 Indian nurse
1 More (Sp.)
43 "Scooby —"
hypertensive patients may substan4 "— Got a
44 Witnesses
UAUMM MAMA
Brand New
tially lower their blood pressures by
45 — Sullivan
Bag'
MUBWMA NOMDoal losing weight. stopping smoking, cut47 A — of the
9 Bullring cry
UoM A ting back on salt, exercising regularly.
UU
@ORO
tongue
12 Ginger —
0
OOMoM
MEM and imbibing less alcohol.
UU
49 Of flowers
13 Auguries
Many people with high blood pressure
53 Dodges
14 Still
@AM OUAINIO U
57 Title for 41
15 Sudden,
suffer from a kidney abnormality, such
MUD
OUAMUMO
Across
involuntary
as renal artery stenosis. that prevents
MR IM OMU
(abbr.)
contraction
them from excreting unnecessary salt.
A
OWIAMO012 ARO@
58 Rascal
of the
When such patients consume too much
60 Veneration
diaphragm
UMUMIA MAWU
salt, the body retains the excess (along
61 "— Haw"
17 Style of type
0MU MOOR@ MUU
with fluid), which increases the blood
62 Foe
19 Colorado
MOM
MOM OU
volume and leads to hypertension
63 Morning
Indians
moisture
@HAREM @DRUMM
21 Tin symbol
Consequently. these patients should
22 Actor
A MAR IfilWARO
reduce their intake of salt by shunning
DOWN
Maclachlan
salty foods and avoiding the salt shak7-15 01996 United Feature Syndicate
25 Alcoholic
er.
A well-balanced diet will provide
1
—
jongg
beverage
adequate salt without the necessity of
(billiards)
2 Boxing great
jets
27 Star of'The
18 Point of view
3 Dry, as wine
9 Popeye's
Waltons"
adding extra amounts to the food.
20 Big — (Calif.)
friend Olive
4 Be sullen
31 Away
With your doctor's approval, follow
Country
of
22
5 'And" sign
32 Hebrew
the suggestions I made. You may be
Asia
6 Gym class
10 Garland
34 Mitchum ID
quite surprised at how effective they
23 Tasty
(abbr.)
11 And so on
35 Wood sorrel
24 Inds. for
are in lowering your blood pressure
7 Cuckoo
(abbr.)
36 Employ
golfer Trevino which really isn't that high to begin
8 Fast-flying
16 — ball
37 Not (prefix
26 Crypt
with but will probably increase as you
28 Vowel
3
4
5
6
7 ill
11
grow older unless you take steps now
sequence
29 Musical study to correct it.
14
To give you more information. I am
30 Actress
Russo, et al.
sending you a copy of my Health
16
32 Here (Fr.)
Report "Hypertension." Other readIII
Id
33 Curved letter
ers who would like a copy should send
19
20
35 Not the same' $2 plus a long, self-addressed.
ill
•
39 Abdul ID
22 23 24
25
26
27 28 29 30
stamped envelope-to P.O. Box 2017,
40 Dawn
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
goddess
33
32
41 Down (prefix) 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
44 Health resort
.
35
46 Challenge
48 Actress
hill•
DR. GOTT
40
41
Judith —
49 E-I linkup
39uiuR
po Jamie —
-Curtis
PETER
51 Individual
52 Actor Chaney
GOTT, M.D.
54 'Ghost —"
49 50 51
52
54 ill 56
55 Female
111
iii
sheep
59
56 Stitch
ill
59 Earth
61
goddess

East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+J4
A8
• Q 1098
J 10 9 5 2
EAST
WEST
+ Q 92
+ K 1075
✓ 10 •
✓ K 9 76 5 2
•7 6 5 4 2
•K J
484
•K 6 3
SOUTH
+ A 86 3
Q J 43
•A 3
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OH,WELL, HE
WASN'T MUCH
OF A PITCHER
ANYWAY..

*4*

DEAR J.H.S.: While bridal
showers and showers for the
couple are more common,showers for the groom are not
unheard of. I'm sure many
brides would cheer if the common (and frequently offensive
to them) stag party were
replaced by a more practical
shower for the groom.
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I have been friendly with one of
DEAR ABBY: I had to write in
response to "Available in Maine." these men for more than 30 years.
Girls, if you know this man, or any Only recently he told me he is gay. I
man like him, grab him! If I didn't do not want to do anything that
know better, I would have sworn would offend him, and I have indi'cated that I will attend the ceremoyou were describing my husband.
I work full time as a schoolteacher ny and reception.
I have no idea of the protocol for
and he stays home-with our four children. He not only takes excellent care such-an occasion. While it's not a
of the kids, he also cleans the house wedding per se, that is the idea. Do
and runs our small farm. The only
I take a gift? If so, what kind of gift
thing he can't do is cook.
is appropriate? The parties involved
Abby, I just had to tell the ladies are highly successful businessmen
out there that there are some
— one is a magazine editor, the
absolute gems among men; howev- other a prominent lawyer. They
er, they may not look like a maga- don't need a blender.
zine cover. My husband is the most
This is a first for me. I want to
wonderful, patient. loving, generous express my respect for the union my
man a woman could want, but most friend and his partner are forming.
women wouldn't take the time to What would you do, Abby?
find out because of his appearance.
MINNEAPOLIS READER
He has very long hair and a full
beard and mustache; therefore most
DEAR READER: I would
people think he is a criminal, a treat their "commitment cere"biker" or some kind of unsavory
mony" as though it were a wedcharacter. It's a shame more people ding, because that is what it is
don't get to know what a really to them and those who care
great guy he is. You may use my about them.
pme.
Yes, do send a gift. SomeKIT CONNALLY, thing for their home would be
LONE OAK,TEXAS nice.

DAILY COMICS
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DEATHS
William (Eddie) Brown

Mrs. Sonja E. Alford

William (Eddie) Brown, 61, Rt. 3, Murray, died Saturday, July 13,
1996, at 3:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Owner of Brown's Grocery Store at Little Golden Pond, he was an
Army veteran of Korean Conflict. He was a member of Hardin/
Berkley Lodge No. 567 Free and Accepted Masons, Alford Lodge No.
925 F&AM, Alford Chatper No. 445 of Order of the Eastern Star,
Scottish Rite West Kentucky Consistory, Rizpah Temple and Hillbilly
Clan #37. He was president of Marshall County Shrine Club.
Born June 17, 1925, in Trigg County, he was the son of Dorothy
Brown and the late Edgar Brown.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wynema Brown; one daughter,
Mrs. Yolanda Dix and husband, Dean, Rt. 3, Murray; one son, William Earl Brown and wife, Carrie, Burbank, Calif.; his mother, Mrs.
Dorothy Brown, Rt. 3, Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Don Faulkner will officiate. Burial will
follow in Barnett Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Monday) at the funeral
home where Masonic rites will be at 7 p.m. tonight.

Mrs. Sonja E. Alford, 58, New Concord, formerly of Mountain
View, Mo., died Sunday, July 14, 1996, at 1:30 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
One son, Dennis Ray Sadler, one sister, Jean Adlee Thomas, and
her father, Jean DeVerge Thomas, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Billy Alford; nine daughters, Mrs.
Janice Rogers, New Concord, Mrs. Pamela Kelly, Birch Tree, Mo.,
Mrs. Kelly Fletcher, Murray, Mrs. Penny Fletcher, Salem, Ark., Mrs.
Melinda Johaning, Phoenix, Ariz., Mrs. Pearl LaVone Troxall and
Mrs. Patricia Diane Sadler, Lexington, Mrs. Cira Lee Thomas, Science
Hill, and Mrs. Laura Jean Lester, Somerset; two sons, William Raymond Alford, New Concord, and Jimmy E. Alford, Phoenix, Ariz.
Also surviving are four sisters, Mrs. Bobbye Lee Thompson, Mesa,
Ariz., Mrs. Norma Rose Buckner and Mrs. Brenda Dae Gillan„ Phoenix, Ariz., and Mrs. Lallora Kaye Petersen, Birch Tree, Mo.; three
brothers, William Mitchell Thomas, New Concord, and Jean DeVerge
Thomas Jr. and John Paul Thomas, Birch Tree, Mo.
The body has been transferred to Duncan Funeral Home, Mountain
View, Mo., where funeral and burial rites will be held. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.

Mrs. Fannie Ella McCuiston
Mrs. Fannie Ella McCuiston, 85, South Fourth Street, Murray, died
Saturday, July 13, 1996, at 6 a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
Her husband, Charles Frank McCuiston, three sisters, Mrs. Maydelle Warren, Mrs. Mary Ellen -Mcc si6nTaiidMrs-.Ri 1hccmisthi, and
three brothers, Cecil, Tremon and Johnny McCuiston, preceded her in
death.
Born Aug. 14, 1910, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Chris McCuiston and Minnie Elkins McCuiston. She was a
member of Good Shepherd United Methodist Church.
Survivcrs include one son, Jimmy McCuiston and wife, Jane, Murray; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Robbie McCuiston Hutson, Murray; three
grandchildren, Marty McCuiston, Don McCuiston, and Alice Boggess
and husband, Terry; seven great-grandchildren, Brandy Murphy,
Angalesa Murphy, Brandon Boggess, Chelsie McCuiston, M.J.
McCuiston, Jared McCuiston and Jaclyn McCuiston.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m, in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe officiated.
Pallbearers were Marty McCuiston, Don McCuiston, Steve McCuiston, Terry Boggess, Bobby Lockhart and Max Bomar. Burial was in
Murray Memorial Gardens.

Mrs. Eltie Loraine Parker
Mrs. Eltie Loraine Parker, 84, Rt. 3, Murray, died today, July 15,
1996, at 4:55 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Kress Parker, died Oct. 17, 1979. One greatgrandchild also preceded her in death, Born July 13, 1912, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late -Will Evans and Eula
Ann Compton Evans.
She was a member of' Emmanuel Baptist Church.
Survivors include one son, Heron Parker and wife, bench, Rt. 3,
Murray, one sister, Mrs-. t"--Evans and Ralph Evans and wife, Mamie, all of Murray; five grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren; five great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. James Fortner will officiate. Burial will -follow in Lone Oak Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

John Francis O'Neill III
John Francis O'Neill 111, 48, Chapmansboro, Tenn., formerly of the
St. Charles Community in Carlisle County, died Friday, July 12, 1996,
at 9:10 p.m. from injuries sustained in an automobile accident in
Hickman County.
He was a service department manager for Pam American Electric,
Nashville, Tenn.
His wife, Mrs. Norma Vaughn O'Neill, one son, John F. O'Neill
IV, his father, John Francis O'Neill Jr., two sisters, Tammy Sue
O'Neill and Mary Jo O'Neill, and one brother, Patrick O'Neill, preceded -him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Johnnie Sue O'Neill, Barlow; two
sons, Brandy O'Neill, Barlow, and Cory O'Neill, Murray; his mother,
Mrs. Virginia Simon O'Neill, Bardwell; three sisters, Mrs. Barbara
Nelson, Bardwell, Mrs. Pamela Gray, Nashville, Tenn:, and Mrs. Penny Snow, Paris, Tenn.; five brothers, Charlie O'Neill and Tommy
O'Neill; Clinton, Billy O'Neill, Houston, Texas, Ronnie O'Neill,
Baton Rouge, La., and Jason O'Neill, Bardwell; several nieces and
nephews and several great-nieces and nephews.
Mr. O'Neill III was a member of St. Charles Catholic Church in
Carlisle County where services were today at 11 a.m. Fr. Tony
Stevenson officiated. Burial was in St. Charles Cemetery with
arrangements by Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield.

Two children die in fire
WILLIAMSTOWN, Ky. (AP) ond and third floors. The fire gut- Two 9-year-old children died ted the building.
Greg Spillman, a Williamstown
in a fire early this morning at a
three-story building that houses a police officer and volunteer firebusiness and several apartments fighter, rescued a man and a
in this rural northern Kentucky woman from a third-floor
window.
•
town.
They were taken to University
Authorities did not release the of Cincinnati Hospital,
where
names of the children. The cause they were being
treated for
of the fire was not immediately smoke
inhalation.
known.
Spillman said the woman colThe fire broke out about 2:15
lapsed at the window and he cara.m. in the 70-year-old former
ried her to the ground and then
Hotel Donald.
returned for the man.
The three-story beige brick
Bobby Webb, the town's assisbuilding houses Kentucky Farm tant police chief, said flames
Bureau Insurance on the first were shooting out the front door
floor and apartments on the sec- when he arrived.

Taste What Everyone Is
Talking About
Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry out to your patio picnic.
Hickory. Mesquite
Complete Lunch and
and Oak Flavored
Dinner Nlenu

BBQ

Free tilde Dishes

By the Sandwich, Plate or by
the Pound.

Charbroiled Hamburgers

- Serving Ribs Daily -

•

Mrs. Odessa McElwain, 78, Aurora, formerly of Clay County and
Russellville, died Saturday, July 13, 1996, at 2:45 a.m. at Riverfront
Terrace Nursing Home, Paducah.
Her husband, Kara-Edward McElwain, two sisters and five brothers
preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Cornelius
Sawyers and Tabatha Ball Sawyers.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Carmen Sizemore, Aurora;
one son, Keith McElwain, Goodland, Fla.; four grandchildren, James
Sizemore Jr. and Rebecca Sizemore, Aurora, and Karen Sizemore and
Virginia (Jenni) Sizemore, Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Tim Cole will officiate.
Burial rites will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Russellville Memorial Gardens, Russellville.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

Interstate woes continue
to follow Tennessee farmer

9

lake a drive
to lone Oak

Rex and Elaine Kimbro will
lose a greenhouse and a tobacco
barn but gain an asphalt neighbor
-the interstate may run within
100 feet of their home.
A neighbor circulated a petition against 1-846, but Elaine
Kimbro wouldn't sign it.
"We got to have progress and
someone's going to have to suffer," she said.
1-840 will give the couple
easier interstate access to Knoxville and besides, the construction
isn't scheduled to be completed
for 20 years.
"We're in our mid-50s now,
so we may be in a wheelchair by
then," Kimbro laughed.

Federal Stale Market News Service July 12, 110%
Keatucky Pardo* Area Hog Market Biped Iladades 2
Buying Stations Receipts Act. 42 Fat 125 Barrows &
Clii 2.611 taper Sows .54 • 1.511 Maher
US 1-3 231244 lbs.---------$34.401 • 5134
- 55.14
US 1-3 215-234
- MAI
US 34 241-2114
- 41.1111
US 1-2 210-215
Sows
US 1.2 I7S-M4 lbu------------541 MI • 41.50
US 1.3 3101-454
US 1.3 451-525 lb..
$43945.4
Us 1-3 525 & up lbs.-------,.-- $45.511-45.54
US 13 3411-5110
$WIM - NAM
Boars 135.541-34.411

•

British
novelist
John
Creasey (1908-73) received 743
rejection slips before becoming
the best-selling author of 564
books.

Stock Market Report

•t‘tO.

Dow Jones bbd. Avg..5482.49 • 2SM Prices as of 9 a.m.
RNA Previous Close--.5510.56
- 1/s
Air Products,,.,••_,,_553/ •
K U Energy.....-.....». 293/s +
58 - 0' 27 •
AT&
....-....411/. • Vs
Ben South
- 14
Briggs & Strattoa....-..3111/1 1/4 L G &
Bristol Myers Squibb. 8734 + 14
- 14
CBT Corp. Ky.•.....B 211/2 A 23 McDonalds
- 14 Merck .....-.-.-...-.....6334 + 0' 11
Chrysler........-.-......
• 14
J.C.
Dean Foods..-.........-..231/2 +
Peoples Firsts.-...-.B 22 A 2234
Quaker Oats-...............32s/s + s/s
Ford Motor.....-.............30s/s + 3/16
- 3/4 Schering-Plough
iood General Fiectrtc
48'4 sac
General Motors-.....
1/s
Goodrich.-.-...............373/1 • 3/s
- 7/s Time
Goodyear
- 13/is
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gut ,
'Hilliard Lyons Is a market"rnaker in this stock.
UM-price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Hwy. 121
Bypass

753.3985

Mon.-Sat.
11-8:30
Sunday
11-2:30

HI WARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
II R 1 4.11,,,d, lv I

in.-• kirf.,be, •siVif anii SKY-

N W HOURS
Effective July 15, 1996
Murray Ledger & Times
Business Office

Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Closed Saturdays
The Murray Ledger & Times
will continue to publish a paper
Monday through Saturday.

8011119
;t) the Marketplace Shopping Center in Lone Oak
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If you fail to receive your paper
please call our office
Monday-Friday 5:00-6:00 p.m.,
Saturday 3:30-4:110 p.m. at

Volum! Light .1 Ice

1617
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Banquet & Meeting Facilities

HOG MARKET

Mrs. Odessa McElwain

CROSS PLAINS, Tenn. (AP)
- You can understand why Donnie Jones is a bit peeved at the
modern-day transportation
system.
About 25 years ago, Jones
watched the construction of Interstate 65 eat up 28 acres of his
-f*milyls tobacco farm in White
House.
So-....1.ones_mour.4
down the road, to a farm near
Cross Plains.
Now, Jones has learned 1-840
will cut a paved path through that
farm. Part of his property will be
sliced into a worthless, ice-pickshaped piece of land.
Jones' family has farmed in
Middle Tennessee for three generations, but Donnie Jones fears
he won't have a viable farm to
leave his sons.
With land values in rural
Robertson County increasing,
Jones says he may have to move
to Kentucky to afford a farm of
the same size.
"I just hope I get enough
money to relocate, but there's no
other place I want to live," he
said. "But I understand that we
have to have more roads... It's
just life."
Jones isn't the only one that
will be inconvenienced by
progress.
The Tennessee Department of
Transportation announced Friday
the northern loop of 1-840 will be
an amalgamation of three proposed routes.
"It's coming straight through
where I have a trailer," said
Stanley Henderson, who works
for the Robertson County Sheriffs Department.
Henderson's sister lives in the
trailer, and Henderson and his
wife live in another trailer fixed
in concrete on his 19-acre lot outside Springfield.
"We kinda like it out here, but
it ain't no use in fighting it. If
they're coming, they're coming. I
just want what my property is
worth-„" Henderson said.
According to DOT maps, 1-840
rolls mostly through farm land in
Robertson County.

Andy Gene Rickman of Murray is pictured with U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell during a recent visit to the senator's office. Rickman, who attends
law school at the University of Kentucky, is In Washington for an
Internship with the Federal Bureau of investigation.
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Who will care
for the animals?
M

urray and Calloway County deserves a complete and well
run animal welfare program. After 20 years of investing untold dollars
and countless volunteer hours in the operation ofthe animal shelter, The
Humane Society of Calloway County, Inc., is proposing a collaborative
effort between the Humane Society, Calloway County and the City of
Murray for the welfare ofthe animals in our community.

-

The Society has tremendous expertise to offer along with the
ability to attract and keep an enviable volunteer force and thousands of
dollars ofin-kind contributions. The county is mandated by the Commonwealth of Kentucky to provide an animal shelter, animal control and
licensing enforcement. The county and city have the means to provide
the required funding.

4

The combined efforts of the three agencies will yield a stronger
program than any of us could hope to accomplish alone. We in the
Humane Society look forward to being a part of this new endeavor as the
agency with which the board contracts for day-to-day operation of the
animal shelter.
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Inside you will find the negotiation paper which was presented by
the Humane Society to representatives ofthe city and the county. Take a
minute to read it now then call the judge-executive and/or the mayor and
let them know who you feel should care for the animals.

The Humane Society
of Calloway County
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Negotiation Paper
Humane Society of Calloway County, Inc.
June 21, 1996
... Governing Body

... Funding

The management of the shelter will fall under the oversight of a governing board The board shall consist of five to nine members. One or two
board members each shall be selected by

The shelter operation requires about $62,000 each year to operate and
is currently funded from the following revenue sources.

1
2
3
4
5

Fiscal Court
City Council
Humane Society
Veterinary Community
Civic Organization(TBA)

The board will write its own bylaws and will be accountable to the
Judge Executive and to the Fiscal Court

... Accounting
A separate checking account will be established for the shelter Its funds
will not be mixed with any others A set of books will be kept for the
shelter and will be available for public inspection

1. Fiscal Court
2. Fees
3. Humane Society
*Total*

$

15,000
10,000
37,000
62,000

The Humane Society's income and expense report for the animal
shelter for the past two years is attached here. See Table A.
The Humane Society of Calloway County, Inc. has depleted its general
fund Two consecutive years requiring more than $70,000 for the
shelter operations and unexpected legal fees have depleted the working
reserves of the organization. As much as we would like to, we can no
longer supplement the operation as we have in the past.
It will be necessary to find revenue sources totalling approximately
four thousand dollars per month to continue operation ofthe shelter at
the level to which the community has become accustomed
—

... Adoptions
... In Kind Donations via the Humane Society
Considerable work has been done regarding adoption policies and
practices New procedures are ready to be implemented
This new approach is designed to maximize the placement of animals to
good homes while minimizing the hassle to the prospective pet owner.
Furthermore, if an individual is refused an adoption, they may request a
review by the board, which may override the decision
Adoption rates have risen substantially the past two years, but there is
still much progress to be made in this area We would like to get the
adoption rates up to around 20% and to minimize complaints about the
process

Shelter volunteers provide well over 5,000 hours of free labor in
addition to the staff's time. The veterinary community has donated
many hours of support for the animals. Members of the shelter committee have volunteered hundreds of hours toward the management
and operation and improvement of the shelter. The Society was responsible for applying for and receiving a $9,000 allocation from the
United Way this year.

... Capacity

It is virtually impossible to quantify the extraordinary number of
donations from the Society's 350 members and the community.

If every dog which enters the facility is kept 7 days, the average shelter
population is around 35 Our facility is designed to hold approximately
12 to 25 dogs Because of seasonal variances, the population has soared
above 50
There are two approaches to addressing this problem First, new local
ordinances could clarify the minimum times for abandoned, surrendered,
harbored, or dropped dogs to bc,maintained. With specific local laws to
supplement existing state laws, we could greatly relieve or eliminate the
overcrowding problem while abiding by all applicable laws

-

Because of the Humane Society's 20 years spent in support of animals
of the community, and because of our 501(c)(3) status, we have been
the recipients of numerous donations benefitting the shelter.

Second, we could create a larger facility. This would require an increase
in kennel capacity of 50% to 100% and a corresponding increase in
personnel and operational costs

... City and County Contributions
Under the current contract:
1 The city of Murray provides the ACO function and pays for half
the expense of carcass disposal
2. The County provides the building, utilities, & maintenance. The
County also provides $15,000 per year for labor. In addition, the
County pays $1,000 for miscellaneous expenses.jçounty pays
for half the expense of carcass disposal.
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Negotiation Paper
Humane Society of Calloway County, Inc.
continued
... Animal Control

... Table A Income & Expense Report

The ACO function should be moved to the Sheriff's department. In
addition, the ACO should .receive ongoing training to improve his/her
job skills. National certification is available and it should be the goal of
the professional ACO. Additional officers/deputies should be trained in
animal control issues and methods. Twenty-four hour coverage should
be provided.

HUMANE SOCIETY'S INCOME

... Carcass Disposal

EXPENSE

FOR THE ANIMAL SHELTER

DIRECT INCOME TO THE SHELTER
Fiscal Court
Adoption Fees
Reclaim Fees
Abuse Case Restitution
Total Shelter Income

Actual
1995

Ten Mos
1996

6,601.63
3,825.00
1,869.00

12,494.46
5,480.00
2,193.85
359.00

14,993.35
6,576.00
2,632.62
359.00

14,295.63

20,527.31

24,560.97

38,195.90
3,354.62
3,419.00
1,375.30
587.38
1,152.13
1,106.28
2,071.74
56.20
405.09
1,246.04
4,214.91

34,244.86
4,707.76
1,627.00
1,414.14
69.65
819.46
1,881.07
3,833.83
211.39
355.14
1,201.51
1,571.00

41,093.83
5,649.31
1,952.40
1,696.97
83.58
983.35
2,257.28
4,600.60
253.67
426.17
1,441.81
1,885.20

57,184.59

51,936.81

62,324.17

Estimate
1996

DIRECT EXPENSES FOR THE SHELTER
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Workers Comp Insurance
Veterinary Expenses
Dog Supplies
Cat supplies
Cleaning/Maintenance
Clerical/Horses/Misc
Postage
Printing
Telephone
Spay/Neuter Discounts

Our current method of carcass disposal is not good for anyone. We
need daily carcass removal or we need to acquire a crematorium

ng
LO

... Licensing

at

State law requires the enforcement of licensing. Fees for county licensing should be examined and increased. Increases in fees and better
enforcement will produce revenues to help operate the shelter. Licensing administration could be handled by the shelter staff the veterinarians and other participating county offices.

Is

3

Besides satisfying state law, licensing presents some unique opportunities. First, it is fair because it allows animal owners to help pay a
greater portion of the operation of the shelter than non owners.
Secondly, it provides the shelter a much greater probability of returning
an animal because it can be positively identified.This will help the
capacity problem because it will allow the shelter to decide the
animal's disposition more quickly.

Total Shelter Expenses
Net Profit or Loss

The following projections were developed based upon data provided
by the Kentucky Animal Control Organization and by formulas provided by the American Veterinary Management Association

(42,888.96) (31,409.50) (37,763.20)

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE HUMANE SOCIETY'S EXPENSES OF RUNNING THE
SHELTER FOR FISCAL YEAR 1995 AND THE DIRECT INCOME TO THE SHELTER
DURING THAT TINE WAS MADE UP THROUGH A DONATION FROM THE HUMANE
SOCIETY OF $42,888.96.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE HUMANE SOCIETY'S EXPENSES OF RUNNING THE
SHELTER FOR THE FIRST 10 MONTHS OF THIS FISCAL YEAR AND THE DIRECT
INCOME TO THE SHELTER DURING THAT TIME WAS MADE UP THROUGH A
DONATION FROM THE HUMANE SOCIETY OF $31,409.50.

... Table B Licensing Projections
Assumptions:
Dogs in County
7269.00 Dogs
State Fee
1.25 Dollars
10.00 Dollars
Citation Amt
NonComplient Cited
10.00 Percent

20
9813
10540
11267
11994
12721
13448
14175

Fee
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00

... Licensing Projections

rs-

% COMPLIANCE
40
60
12357
14901
13811
17082
19263
15265
21444
16719
23624
18173
25805
19626
27986
21080

•
80
17446
20353
23261
26168
29076
31984
34891

100
19990
23624
27259
30893
34528
38162
41797

Assumptions:

.555 x Total # of Households = # of Dogs
555 x 13,098 = 7,269

7269.00 Dogs
Dogs in County
1.25 Dollars
State Fee
10.00 Dollars
Citation Amt
NonComplient Cited
20.00 Percent

State law requires that $1.25 for each tag be sent to them. Minimum
charge for the tag is $1.50. Other counties are charging fees ranging
from a few dollars to over ten dollars per dog

20
17082
17809
18536
19263
19990
20717
21444

Fee
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00

The attached Table B displays revenue expectations based upon the
license fee and the compliance rate(%) It further assumed that a
$10 citation will be issued for first 10%, 20% and then 30% of the
noncompliant dogs

% COMPLIANCE
40
60
22170
19626
21080
24351
22534
26532
28713
23988
25441
30893
26895
33074
35255
28349

4

80
24715
27622
30530
33437
36345
39253
42160

100
27259
30893
34528
38162
41797
45431
49066

,••-,

Assumptions:
Dogs in County
7269.00 Dogs
1.25 Dollars
State Fee
10.00 Dollars
Citation Amt
NonComplient Cited
30.00 Percent

As can be seen from the following Table B, an effective and enforced
licensing program can generate significant revenues

Fee
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00

20
24351
25078
25805
26532
27259
2/986
28713

% COMPLIANCE
40
60
26895
29439
28349
31620
29803
33801
31257
35982
32710
38162
34164
40343
41524
35618

80
31984
34891
37799
40706
43614
46522
49429

100
34528
38162
41797
45431
49066
52700
56335
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What can you do? I

EDITORIAL

Unless a new contract is successfully negotiated before July 26, the Humane
Society's role in community animal welfare will change radically. We in the Society
believe that only by working tm_ther with_the county and city,in an effort similar to
the one outlined here can we provide the complete and well run animal welfare
program this community deserves.

County officials
should not run
animal shelter
Do county officials really want to run the
animal shelter? And is the bigger question —
should they?
We believe the answers to both those questions are no and no!
Why no'?
Take a look at the last 20 years of the animal
shelter's history in Calloway County.
The county has gone from ignoring the problem to providing a temporary shelter to providing a minimal amount of funding support.
Without the publicity of the last few months,
we doubt if the county would have ever placed
the shelter contract on the fiscal court agenda.
We believe the contract should be renegotiated not terminated.
The Calloway County Humane Society has
been fulfilling the county's statutory responsibility to provide an animal shelter. They have
supported that goal through donations of individuals and members. The county's contribution
has been 20 percent of the shelter's actual costs.
With the other issues facing county government,
why would the fiscal court look this gift horse
in the mouth?
The humane society is a volunteer force that
has provided a tremendous community service
to our county for years. The board of directors
deserve a chance to sit down and negotiate with
the county.
No one is saying the current contract is perfect — it's far from it for both parties. The
involvement of the citS, at this point is also crucial. Much has to be done to establish an agreement that is fair and workable. If county officials dismiss this contract and
allow the it to run out, we believe they will be
doing a disservice to their constituency and to
the animals of that constituency — wanted and
unwanted.

Animal shelter agreement...
Ledger & Times meat. Harrington
statement.
June 12, 1996 _ staped
court proDavid Harrington wino:ion said: .
County Attorney lust like to sly some-

uung iu the court, Marilyn and
Mark.
"I'm used to dealing with hardened criminals and I'm under an
obligation to be fair about things.
This case has been one of the
most dificult cases I've deakwith
because I've reviewed literally
boxes of evidence.
"I've reviewed documents in
particular that could give me an
impression of what is being done
fat the shelter) on a daily basis.
"I could pick out any day and
see what was done on that particular day. I've reviewed a lot of
your handwritten documents.
"I did have some concern. I

We believe this new system should include a new contract with the Humane
Society to operate the Animal Shelter. The Society has tremendous expertise along
with the ability to attract and keep an enviable volunteer force and thousands of
dollars of in-kind contributions.
After 20 years of investing untold dollars and countless hours, the Society
has shown year after year that we truly care about the humane conditions of the
animals in the community. We want to continue the Society's role in the day to day
operation of the shelter. All we have asked is that the county enter into good faith
negotiations for a fair and equitable contract that Would serve the best interests of
all --- especially the animals.
We ask for your support in our efforts for the animals. Help us help them.
Call or write today:
Judge Executive J. D. Williams
Calloway County Courthouse
Murray, KY 42071
753-2920
Mayor Bill Cherry
City Hall
Murray, KY 42071
762-0352

Humane Society Board of Directors
P.O. Box 764

"I said, 'This woman is concerned, yet accused,' and that's
why I felt this had to be the fairest way. I did not want to see you
have any kind of criminal record.
I felt there were some problems
though.

"That's just my thoughts,"
Harrington said.

. ;.

Magistrate Steve Lax
436-5612
Magistrate Dan Miller
435-4144

Magistrate Bobby Stubblefield
492-8252

Murray, KY 42071
492-8838

can't say that I didn't. But also,
on the other hand, I saw what
you wrote on a daily basis and it
gave me the impression that you
were concerned genuinely about
your job and about those animals
and what you were doing, and
that gave me a problem.

"I want to kt you know that I
felt you were concerned about
your job and from what I could
tell, you did a good job.

Magistrate Clyde Hale
753-2362

Mayor speaks out on shelter
Dear Editor-.

... excerpt

Ledger & Times
March 13, 1996

Another item that has gotten lost in all of the hoopla is that we have
had,and continue to have,one of the funest animal shelter operations that
you will find anywhere for a community this size. The city provides
funding for the animal control officer and his vehicle and the county pays
a significant portion of the costs for the animal shelter operations. The
county contracts with the humane society for the operation of the animal
shelter as they have done for a number of years in an arrangement that
has worked extremely well.
It has been a difficult period for all of us as this controversial issuc has
been debated in the news and in the courts. The city and the county
intends to work closely with the humane society over the next few
months in an effort to restore the public trust in the operation of the
animal shelter.
William N. Cherry, Mayor
City of Murray, Murray, KY 42071

The Humane Society
of Calloway County

